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contributors

David Alexander is a digital artist from New York City. Along with digital prints and
collages, he does commissioned portraits and designs glass and ceramic tiles.
Barry L. Cohen was employed by Fairchild, Hearst, Curtis and Forbes before his career
with the City of NY where he served as a librarian and editor of a house organ among
other jobs. On retirement he studied music composition with Adrian Carr and Eric Ewazen
before founding NMC with Peter Kroll in 1992.
Daniel Felsenfeld is a composer who lives in Brooklyn.
Nancy Garniez’s commitment to contemporary music is the basis of her performing,
teaching, writing, and scholarship. Her article on the program she inaugurated at Mannes
in 1975 is in the forthcoming issue of Chamber Music Magazine.
Rick Hamlin sings in a New York City choir, edits for a national monthly magazine,
reviews occasionally for Opera News and writes about the spirit when the spirit’s willing.

ad space

Hubert Howe is Professor of Music at Queens College C.U.N.Y. and President of the
American Composers Alliance.
Wendy Lesser’s Music for Silenced Voices: Shostakovich and His Fifteen Quartets will be
published in 2011 by Yale University Press. The author of eight previous books (including
one novel), Lesser is the founding editor of The Threepenny Review. She divides her year
between Berkeley and New York.
Barry O’Neal continues to enjoy his retirement from the music publishing business.
He enjoys writing for NMC and doing a little consulting for musical organizations and
composer’s estates. He continues to write music and poetry, as well, and recently re-joined
the choir at his church, St. Michael’s on the upper-west side of Manhattan.
Joe Pehrson composer-pianist, has written works for a wide variety of media and they
have been performed at numerous venues including Merkin Hall, Weill Recital Hall,
Symphony Space in New York and throughout the U.S., Eastern Europe and Russia. A
founding director of the Composers Concordance in New York. his works have been
recorded on Capstone, New Ariel and a soon-to-be released CD on Naxos. He is published
by Seesaw Music.
Andrew Violette lives in Bushwick, Brooklyn. Songs and Dances for solo cello, his
seventh solo CD on innova, just came out, featuring Ben Capps.
Ben Yarmolinsky is a composer and guitarist. He is a professor of music at the Bronx
Community College.
Roosevelt, NJ composer Mark Zuckerman was awarded the 2010 Hal Campbell
Composition Prize.
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obituaries
Adele Berk (1924-2010) studied composition with Irving Fine and Normand
Lockwood, attending the very first summer at Tanglewood in 1940 and graduated
from Hunter College and Columbia. Melbourne poet Alex Skovron, reviewing her
CD “Songs of Love” for NMC, found her work “arresting for its vigour and modal
quality.” A former board member and treasurer of The Long Island Composers
Alliance, she was composer-in-residence in the Wantagh Schools and served on the
faculty at Nassau Community and Dowling Colleges. – Leonard J. Lehrman
Albert Tepper (1921-2010), Professor Emeritus and former Chair of the Hofstra
Music Department and of LICA, was Music Supervisor of Hofstra’s Drama Department,
and composed incidental music for over 100 plays. His settings of Shakespeare are
among his most endearing creations. The author of an important harmony textbook,
he was a mentor for many Long Island musicians, including Tom Cipullo and Herbert
Deutsch. NYU Music Dept. Chair Michael Beckerman wrote of him: “A wonderful
personality, fabulous teacher, and a brilliant composer. He will be missed, and
remembered, always warmly.” – LJL
Robert M. Palmer (1915-2010), Professor Emeritus at Cornell, founded the
doctoral program in composition there, one of the first of its kind in the country, and
gave the benefit of his caring ear and wise encouragement to students of several
generations. His teachers at Eastman and privately included Howard Hanson, Bernard
Rogers, Quincy Porter, Roy Harris, and Aaron Copland. His works include numerous
pieces for piano solo (several sonatas, a toccata, and the delightfully aphoristic
“Transitions”), a piano concerto, a chamber concerto, two symphonies, choral works
on Whitman, Vachel Lindsay. AMC President Steven Stucky’s tribute (and a photo)
may be found at <newmusicbox.org/article.nmbx?id=6481>. Cornell is planning a
memorial. -LJL
Jack Beeson (1921-2010), Professor Emeritus at Columbia, initiated the doctoral
program in composition there. In 1950 he won third prize in a La Scala opera
competition. The opera was Jonah, based on a play by Paul Goodman. It is a
delightful work, much deserving of workshopping and production, but, perhaps
because of its size it is his only opera – of 10 – still unperformed. The one-act
Hello, Out There, after Saroyan, has had over 100 productions, and My Heart’s in
the Highlands, also after Saroyan, was televised and later staged by the Center for
Contemporary Opera. Lizzie Borden, with libretto by Kenward Elmslie, premiered by
NYCO with Brenda Lewis, Ellen Faull and Herbert Beattie, is one of the great American
operas. Elmslie was also the librettist for The Sweet Bye and Bye. Captain Jinks of
the Horse Marines, Dr. Heidegger’s Fountain of Youth and Cyrano had the benefit of
brilliant libretti by Sheldon Harnick. The composer wrote his own for Practice in the
Art of Elocution and Sorry, Wrong Number, after Louise Fletcher. Beeson’s catalog also
included 11 solo and chamber works, 9 for orchestra, 74 for solo voices, 50 for chorus
and 2 for band. His autobiography, How Operas are Created by Composers and
Librettists: The Life of Jack Beeson, American Opera Composer, was published in 2008
by Mellen. A mentor for hundreds of students at Columbia, and a sane voice on many
important music committees from the Ditson Fund to the ASCAP Board to the Pulitzer
Prize, he is the subject of a loving tribute by Alice Shields, calling hm “Composer,
Teacher, Advocate, and Born Satirist” at <newmusicbox.org/article.nmbx?id=6421>.
Columbia will hold a memorial for him on October 25. -LJL
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Louis Andreissen

Fighting the Power
and Sounding Good Doing It
Louis Andriessen: De Staat
Ensemble ACJW, Carnegie Hall
May 10, 2010
By Daniel Felsenfeld
Is there an uglier or more vulgar piece of music than Louis Andriessen’s De Staat? Is there a
piece of musical agitprop more relentlessly aestheto-political, more astutely tuned to all that
is “wrong” in Plato? Is there a work that says more about itself – and, about music qua music
– with such turgid grit, occupying such a relentlessly untamed space? Is there another work
written in the last five decades that makes an audience member question their relationship to
music? Is there another work in the canon written in the recent past that so clearly says, to all
listening: ladies and gentlemen of the Western World, take up your instruments and fight!
It seems strange that Carnegie Hall asked Louis Andreissen to occupy the Eugene V.
Debs Composer Chair. After all, didn’t this composer make his way being deeply antiestablishment, that placing him in an endowed chair at one of the most “establishment”
institutions might seem a little like making Che Guevara the chairman of the Ways and Means
committee? Maybe not: rebels can age gracefully, and sometimes even win their battles; the
props from Carnegie Hall certainly prove that what was once pie-in-the-sky cultural dreaming
is now, impressively, an “established” part of our musical landscape, a school of thought.
Andriessen and his way of thinking is no longer relegated to the fringe. The backwardlooking snobbery against which this composer railed is now, if not vanished, at least not the
only strand of concert music taken seriously.
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As the closing salvo of Andriessen’s severalmonths-long residence, composer and
conductor John Adams led the youthful
Ensemble ACJW – a crack student “training”
group jointly sponsored by Juilliard and
Carnegie – in Andriessen’s 1976 De
Staat. This ensemble is the perfect group
for it because they’re young – it takes a
combination of technique, ferocity, stamina
and grit to get through Andriessen’s score.
For one, the score is fiendishly difficult, with
Stravinskian meter changes and Mahlerian
on-a-dime mood shifts, dense counterpoint
(including hockets where stark, driving
melodies are a mere fraction of a second off
from one another) rolled into one jazz-soaked
roar – though with musical material as
organized and clearly presented as The Rite
of Spring, a similarly scoped (if by comparison
quiet and tame) work of ordered chaos. Those
players whose instruments allowed it, stood
the whole time, giving the appearance less
of a young orchestra than a charivari – and
everyone was amplified and it was loud. This
is a piece about screaming in unison (and into
microphones, and in ancient Greek), a work
originally composed for a group that played
communist party meetings – by a composer
who’d taken an ensemble outside the main
concert hall in Amsterdam and protested the
playing of yet another Mozart symphony by
playing music so loud it could be heard inside.
In the New York Times review of this concert,
Anthony Tommasini says of this piece: “For
whatever reasons, it does not turn up often in
concert,” but those reasons – right or wrong
– seemed perfectly clear: it is hard to imagine
the “average subscription concert audience”
cottoning, which is Andriessen’s point.
Ensemble ACJW played brilliantly (joined
by four singers, all of whom were simply
incredible), and while John Adams’
performance might have run on the tame
side for some enthusiasts (or rather, the
slightly less raw side) it was to an outstanding
curatorial end – he was not trying to shock
this crowd (who were there not to hear
Haydn and therefore were not in need of the
strong medicine this piece affords) but to put
Andriessen into his deserved context. Adams’
own Son of Chamber Symphony (a work cocommissioned by Carnegie Hall) is admittedly
a slightly tongue-in-cheek riff on his own
prior Chamber Symphony (which was inspired
by Schoenberg by way of Looney Tunes) is

groove-based and dashing, a kaleidoscopic
wheel of a work that details – and even
seems to mock – it’s own propulsive-ness.
Adams is clearly no stranger to the work of
Andriessen, and the link is palpable, especially
when the two scions of minimalism are placed
side by side. But Adams is younger, and his
struggles – or rather the struggles of his
generation – are not Andriessen’s, and so by
needing to accomplish less (on the back of
battles won by the Dutchman’s generation)
his work is freer to roam. Adams, lacking
an axe to grind, revels in the joy of being
a composer. Where so much avant-garde
work is full of understandable rage, Son of
Chamber Symphony is by-comparison slight –
good, even brilliant, but with a smaller hill to
climb – and plays beautifully.
The quiet highlight of the evening (which is
saying a lot, because both Mr. Adams’ piece
and De Staat are tough acts to “follow”)
was Stravinsky’s Concerto for Piano and
Wind Instruments, a piece that, though
lacking the open-throttle style of De Staat or
the relentless sleekness of Son of Chamber
Symphony, is as intentionally subversive as
either work, if not more so, and relishes it
equally. From the opening chorale – which,
after three chords has a “wrong note” as
telling as the plangent, dissonant oboes that
kick off De Staat, to the wild fugato ride of
the closing movement – this is a piece that
not only aims to look at the tradition and
turn it sideways, but also takes a similar
kind of shot at the audience who made the
tradition so stilted. Stravinsky lures you in not
with a lush melody or lilting harmonic turn,
but rather by promising them, making your
ears want them, and then not delivering,
sometimes retreating into dissonance, other
times threatening to break into musics wholly
different: a rag, a fugue spinning rapidly out
of control or, in the gorgeously cloying second
movement, a jazz standard. This is a kind of
music that keeps you guessing and pokes fun
at you for doing it, the product of a complex
mind with a wicked sense of humor.
Mr. Adams, joined by pianist Jeremy Denk
(who gave a polished, effortless reading
of this daunting piece) brought out the
“minimalism” in the work (again, with
curatorial design), allowing the repetitive
passages to be just that. In lieu of the work’s
built in caustic wit, Adams and Denk paid

This is a kind of music that
keeps you guessing

PHOTO CREDIT: Jennifer Taylor

homage to a wholly other tradition: the
need for musical rebellion. It could not have
been a more apt choice to make this point:
Andriessen is an avowed Stravinskyphile, and
Mr. Adams an avowed Andriessenophile, so
the Great Russian Composer’s presence on
this program was illustrative of the unbroken
line. Three visionaries who sought to take
on the establishment who were then, to
the advantage of posterity, subsequently
embraced and canonized. Three composers
who began as colossal pains in the ass and
found their way to profundity, acceptance,
and influence. One could easily imagine,
out on Seventh Avenue, a young composer
plotting his or her own takeover, finding
in the music of these three composers
(not to mention those of us listening and
enjoying) the things against which they

could themselves rebel, disappearing into
the New York night with a head full of music
and plans. And somewhere in Holland,
somewhere in San Francisco, somewhere in
the Great Beyond, three composers no doubt
smile at the thought.
Is there, consequently, a piece more beautiful
than De Staat? II
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High Modernism on the
Great Stages of New York
Gyorgi Ligeti: Le Grand Macabre
New York Philharmonic, Avery Fisher Hall, May 28, 2010
Alban Berg: Lulu
Metropolotian Opera, May 15, 2010
By Daniel Felsenfeld
The New York Philharmonic, once among
the most avid American rostra for new music
(the locus, especially, for American works
when Leonard Bernstein was at the helm,
and European – or “European” – works when
helmed by Pierre Boulez) has in the last years
lost that especial luster, or at least become
a bit tamer. But with its staged reading of
Gyorgy Ligeti’s 1978 thrilling carnival of an
opera, Le Grand Macabre, this esteemed
orchestra remade itself in one single night.
The work itself is a paean to – and hysterical
warning against – the death-saturated
visual world of Brueghel and Bosch (two
painters whose terrifying, beautifully icky
works mercifully lack an “on” switch), cast

PHOTO CREDIT: Ken Howard, The Metropolitian Opera

in a deliciously non-linear format, starring,
of course, Death. The libretto – a mashup of
dell’arte, postmodernism, and puppet theatre
– is liberally based on a play by Michele de
Ghelderode, in this version made strange by
the composer himself in collaboration with
Michael Meschke. The “plot” centers around
the end of the world – every inhabitant of
“Breughelland” (meaning the characters in this
opera) know the same thing: that the world
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will end at midnight. This occasions all matter
of odd behavior from a cast of abstract, nearcounterculture characters.
What the Philharmonic offered – aside from a
sumptuous and lovingly-prepped reading by
their quietly electrifying new music director Alan
Gilbert – was less a semi-staged reading than a
gorgeously re-imagined notion of a semi-staged
reading. Rather than simply singing the opera
with minimal movements, they instead employed
Doug Fitch to pair the kaleidoscopic score with
its visual equal. Projections, to be sure, but even
more fascinating is that one could see how the
projections were created, which, alongside the
orchestra being onstage (and willing to interact
with the brilliant and committed cast at the
behest of Mr. Fitch), created an effect of being
both part of the audience and behind the scenes
– ideal for a culture that buys DVDs of favorite
movies as much for the featurettes as for the
films themselves. And like any good production,
the visuals were as feast-worthy as the music:
semi-nude nymphettes crawled in and out of a pit
at the front of the stage; spinning orbs filmed in
uncomfortable close-up and words like “Dance!”
projected in vivid comic-book fonts took on
entirely new meanings. All of Avery Fisher Hall
was put to use – with choruses in the rafters,
processions up the aisle, and flashpots and strobe
lights on the stage. The plot may not have been a
clear one, but with such a sensual mise en scene,
it simply did not matter.
From the opening sounds of fugal car-horns,
it is, in the end, Ligeti’s brilliantly colored
score that is the real show, reeling through a
garden of sonic delights: tonality, atonality,
microtonality, micropolyphony, hysterical ironic
quotes from the standard rep. and some
quiet moments cast in out-and-out beautiful
harmonies. This is a score in which a lifetime of
intellectual curiosity is crossed with a musicodramatic skill that borders on wizardry.
Two things were especially striking about the
New York Philharmonic’s production. One,
that something this off-kilter and “new” (if
something written over three decades ago is
in fact new – which to most people it certainly
is) was an absolute sold-out hit, the Most

this esteemed orchestra
remade itself in one single night
Anticipated Event of the Season, in no small
part due to a genuinely smart and in-the-spiritof ad campaign (featuring short and actually
quite funny video clips of conductor Alan
Gilbert speaking with great enthusiasm to
Death himself) and two, that it was done on
the cheap: apparently it cost the same to mount
this lavish(ish) reading as it would to offer a
performance of any big piece in the symphonic
warhorse repertoire. If a piece doesn’t stretch
the budget, creates a buzz, makes your
orchestra seem hip, and sells out every night to
a crowd a-twitter with raw enthusiasm, the age
old reasoning as to why a major orchestra needs
to stick close to the accepted repertoire begins
to hold little – if any – water. The Philharmonic
would be smart to remount Le Grand Macabre,
or something like it, every season. Berio’s Un re
in ascolto? Maxwell Davies’ Ressurection? David
Del Tredici’s anything?

character in her more common incarnation.
What both of these operas show us is that
New Yorkers will tend to go where you allow
them, and that a company should not be afraid
to take even risks this calculated. Of course
mastering the social media helps, but excellently
imagined productions with stellar casts,
gorgeous visuals and of course great music tend

to be the most important thing. New leases on
life for both Lulu and Le Grand Macabre are of
course vitally necessary for the cultural health
of the discipline, but beauty – even beauty this
nakedly ugly and starkly presented – is good for
not just the culture but the world. People want
to look and listen, and it’s time that the major
institutions gave them the chance. II

More “standard” yet no less successful was
the Met’s remounting of John Dexter’s 1977
production (the same year as Ligeti birthed his
macabre piece) of Alban Berg’s final masterwork
Lulu. And while it stretches the boundaries of
the term “new music,” Berg having died in
1935 without actually completing the work
(and twelve-tone works not being exactly
what the upstarts are composing these days),
it is always a wonder when one of the more
established repertoire houses in America
devotes such care to a work that is destined to
be this “unpopular,” at least to a certain sector
of the operagoing public.
Effortlessly conducted by Fabio Luisi (who
served as replacement for James Levine, and an
apt substitution), this Lulu varied from the Met’s
more recent 2004 outing because the leading
lady, one Marlis Petersen, played mademoiselle
eponymous as a flouncy flirt whose sex appeal
lay in her total lack of sex appeal. Lulu, often
portrayed as an ice-cold femme fatale with
rotten luck, was here a woman of modest
means trying to get by – not stupid, more
inexperienced (though never shocked as to
what she’s asked to do), and with the winning
naivete that made this such a ravishingly ugly
night. It was an experiment in theatrical subtlety
that started slowly but by the end proved
so winning that it was hard to imagine the
fall 2010
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Cutting Edge Concerts
Symphony Space – Thalia Theater
April 26, 2010
By Ben Yarmolinsky

Images of Clara
The story of Clara and Robert Schumann’s
courtship is perfect for musical theater: girl
meets boy; they fall for each other; her father
forbids the match; they defy his wishes and
run off together – all this while everyone plays
the piano non-stop. Composer Victoria Bond
and librettist Barbara Krieger are collaborating
on an opera on this irresistible theme. It is
called Clara: Images from the Life of Clara
Schumann, and they presented three scenes
from their work-in-progress as part of the
“Cutting Edge Concerts New Music Festival
2010” at the Thalia theater at Symphony
Space on April 26th.
The singers and pianist for this production
were supplied by the Martina Arroyo
Foundation. Ms. Arroyo herself directed and
acted as narrator, introducing each scene
with a synopsis of what was to follow. The
first scene introduces the young Clara and
her martinet of a father. We are shown a
man who writes his own daughter’s diary
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entries for her. He is clearly a very bad
man. A singer portraying the adult Clara
comments intermittently on the scene as
it plays out to a suitably Schumannesque
piano accompaniment.
Scene two introduces the young Robert who
arrives to study with Herr Wieck and hits it
off with the young Clara. While she dutifully
practices her scales and arpeggios, he speaks
to her of music’s poetic power and shows her
his new composition, which turns out to be
Papillons. She is transported, and breaks into
a waltz with Robert, but her father interrupts
this idyll and chastises his daughter for
neglecting her exercises. Strains of Papillons
are heard throughout in mild transformations.
Scene three is the crisis. Robert proposes
marriage to the adult Clara but her father
won’t hear of it. The adult Clara is torn
and tells us about it in an aria with the
refrain “Torn between two loves.” For this

listener at least, the aria was uncomfortably
reminiscent of Peter Yarrow’s hit song “Torn
Between Two Lovers” made famous by Mary
MacGregor in 1976. The scene ends with
Robert’s departure. Clara promises that she
will write to him.
The singers acquitted themselves admirably;
their diction was clear and they knew their
parts well. The pianist Jeanne-Minette Cilliers
played her difficult part with great authority.
Ms. Bond conducted.
Like many novels, films and plays about
historical characters, Clara inhabits the
narrow area between historical accuracy and
theatrical sentimentality. It is a difficult thing
to pull off.
Since this is an unfinished work-in-progress, it
is premature to pass judgment on the piece.
I wish them luck. II

Louis and the Young Americans
American Composers Orchestra
Music by Louis Andriessen, Michael Fiday, John Korsrud, and Missy Mazzoli.
April 9, 2010
By Anne Eisenberg
Young American musicians have long travelled
to Amsterdam to study with the influential
Dutch composer Louis Andriessen. Now some
of the inventive music he inspired at his home
on the Keizersgracht has been brought vividly
to life in New York City at “Louis & the Young
Americans” – the final concert in the Orchestra
Underground series presented by the American
Composers Orchestra on April 9 at Zankel Hall.
Works by Andriessen and the young Americans
Missy Mazzoli, John Korsrud, and Michael Fiday
were on the lively program, conducted by the
attentive Jeffrey Milarsky and the superb ACO
orchestra, with all hands willing and able to
handle every oddball pitch the eclectic, witty
composer and his acolytes could deliver.
Mr. Andriessen’s unconventional approach was
stage center in the opening piece, Symphony
for Open Strings, composed in 1978. As the
string orchestra of 12 took the stage and began
to play, the musicians’ left hands held their
instruments, just as usual. But the fingers on
their left hands were doing something rarely
seen in a performance: absolutely nothing. They
were still – all of the pitches were produced
as open strings were bowed. Each musician
used a different tuning from the normal one –
Andriessen’s quirky version of scordatura – so
that together the violins, violas, cellos and double
basses could chromatically cover the four octaves
of a scale, solely on the open strings.
What a strange, haunting sound they produced.
The almost hollow timbre of open strings is heard
sometimes in Haydn, for instance, as he alternates
the same pitch on an open string and a stopped
one for a striking effect. Andriessen grabbed that
odd tonal quality and took it as far as it would go.
In Andriessen’s piece, the ear was teased
and delighted by the improbable scales
and chromatic progressions created by the
strings – it takes four musicians to produce
one octave – and by the minimalist repeated
patterns, and snippets of melody, including
one that sounded a bit like a slightly
dissonant “Blue Moon” turned inside out.

But the star of the 25-minute piece was
always the reedy, ethereal sound of those
open strings, commanding attention as the
audience listened closely to a rare thing: a
combination of sounds that was new.

Exhibition, and then, suddenly at the end, almost
like “Laura” asking, ‘But was it only a dream?’
The orchestra changed itself yet again as
it delivered the raucous, closing piece by
Michael Fiday, Gonzo Variations – Hunter S.
Thompson in Memoriam. The piece, which

What a strange, haunting
sound they produced.
There were many other delights at the show.
Outstanding was the piece, These Worlds in Us,
created by the young pianist and composer Missy
Mazzoli, who talked about Andriessen’s influence
on her in a short video before the performance.
(It can be seen at www.youtube.com)
The elegiac and touching These Worlds in Us,
dedicated to her father who was a soldier during
the Viet Nam War, had its dark moments, but
also joyous ones. The somber theme, announced
by shimmering violins and dramatically expanded
by trumpets, gave way to a lyrical, blues-like
section, and then returned at the end to the
violins and a closing, mournful drum beat. The
piece received a huge hand, and the composer
came forward from the audience and took a bow
onstage, looking pleased but a bit embarrassed.
The roar of approval from the crowd continued,
and the abashed composer took another bow.
The audience did not want her to leave.
Also on the innovative program was the composer
and trumpet player John Korsrud, who came
on stage to play his virtuosic, fast-fingered
trumpet riffs as the ever-ready orchestra, now
transformed into a dissonant swing band, tore
into the world premiere of Mr. Korsrud’s rhythmic
Come to the Dark Side. The minimalist patterns
heard in Andriessen were here, too, along with
Mr. Korsrud’s skilled, dramatic use of trombone,
tuba, and gong, and elusive themes that sounded
sometimes like Mussorgsky’s Pictures at an

also received its world premiere at the concert,
is a set of variations on Stephen Foster’s “My
Old Kentucky Home” – introduced soulfully
by a violin and then gradually deconstructed
– and bits of “White Rabbit” by Jefferson
Airplane, generally heard in the piano, guitar
and percussion. People in the audience were
swinging and smiling in their seats as the
xylophone blasted, bells rang, and William
Anderson played on his electric guitar.
Suddenly a sepulchral voice on tape was heard,
and gradually the words “electricity” and
“electrocution” stilled the audience. The tape
was a reading from Mr. Thompsons’s essay on
electricity, and his experiences attempting to
electrocute himself. “Electricity,” intoned the
voice. “It will kill you if it gets a chance.”
That was just another of the improbable,
delightful moments in a concert full of them.
Distinctive instrumentation, expert playing,
Mr. Thompson’s singular philosophizing, the
combined joy and sadness in Missy Mizzoli –
they added up to an unconventional salute to
one unconventional, inspirational composer. II
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The Nose

an opera by Dmitri Shostakovich
based on a story by Nikolai Gogol,
directed by William Kentridge,
Metropolitan Opera House, New York,
Spring 2010.
By Wendy Lesser
The whole project started with Gogol, out of
whose overcoat, according to Dostoyevsky, all
other modern Russian literature emerged. He
wrote his story “The Nose“ in the mid-1830s, a
period when Russia was firmly under Tsarist rule,
when wealthy and even moderately comfortable
people owned serfs, and when finely drawn class
distinctions between the various levels of the
civil service and the army dominated metropolitan life. In his Kafkaesque tale, a “Collegiate
Assessor of the eighth rank” named Kovalyov,
who pretentiously calls himself a Major, wakes
up one morning to discover that he is missing
his nose. He is distressed, of course, but mainly
because of the effect this marked irregularity will
have on his social ascent, so he desperately seeks
to get his nose back by trying to place an ad for
it in the newspapers, complaining heatedly to the
police, and engaging in other useless activities.
Meanwhile, the local barber has found Kovalyov’s
nose in a loaf of bread baked by his wife; he
hastily gets rid of it by throwing it in the Neva.

Soon after, the nose is seen parading around
town “in the guise of a State Councillor” – a
higher rank than Kovalyov’s, which enables
it, or him (the two pronouns are the same in
Russian) to cut Kovalyov contemptuously when
they meet in a cathedral. Eventually the nose is
captured attempting to leave town on someone
else’s passport, and is returned by the police to
its rightful owner, but even a doctor cannot help
Kovalyov stick it back on. Finally, however, it
reappears on his face all by itself, and everything
is as it was before.
One can see why the young Shostakovich (he was
only twenty-two when he finished writing this
opera in 1928) would have been attracted to this
tale of absurdity and bad behavior. Nonsensical

but some
losses, at least
in music, can
be redeemed
eventually

as it is, it is also extremely pointed, and the social
pretensions and fears it mocked in 1836 would
ony have come to seem more pertinent by the
late 1920s, when the brave new experiment of
socialist revolution was starting to harden into the
overwhelming stratifications of the Communist
state. The libretto, which Shostakovich wrote
himself – apparently with the assistance of a few
co-writers – consists largely of dialogue lifted
directly from the story. One misses the voice of the
quietly confidential Gogolian narrator, but that is
partly made up for by the searing intensity of the
music, which changes from satiric to tender so
rapidly that it sometimes seems to combine both
moods at once.
Shostakovich’s score occupies and exploits the
strange borderline on which he found himself
located in the Russia of 1928: between the wildly
experimental and the frighteningly trapped,
between chaos and rigidity, between a popular
stage on which anything could be presented
and one on which censorship kept a firm and
troubling hand. The score for The Nose is still,
over eighty years later, somewhat shocking in
its disregard for normal operatic conventions:
the main character, for example, first appears
onstage emitting vulgar grunts and groans
rather than a fetching aria; the cathedral music
is a strange, wordless mimicry (some might say
a mockery) of religious singing; and the overall
texture is so jazzy that there is barely a scene that
doesn’t rely heavily on percussion. Shostakovich
must have been well aware of the potential for
offending more staid sensibilities, for he didn’t
want to risk a concert performance of the work,
which he thought would only provoke bewilderment in its listeners – as proved to be the case
when Leningrad’s Maly Theater nonetheless put
on such a concert in 1929. Yet on some level he
must have felt free to do pretty much as he liked.
The following year, when the full theatrical production premiered, the reviews from the so-called
proletarian critics were largely negative. But that
didn’t prevent The Nose from having a respectable run of sixteen performances over the course
of the next two seasons. And Shostakovich
remained undaunted, apparently, for by 1934 he
had produced a second and even more ambitious
opera, Lady Macbeth of the Mtsensk District,
which garnered enormous popular acclaim.
Only then did the composer come in for the full
brunt of officialdom’s wrath: in 1936, after Lady
Macbeth had received over two hundred performances in Moscow, Leningrad, and abroad, a
vicious review in Pravda, famously titled “Muddle
Instead of Music,” not only closed the show
but destroyed forever the youthful composer’s

PHOTO CREDIT: Ken Howard, The Metropolitian Opera
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career in opera. Though he went on to complete
fifteen occasionally remarkable symphonies,
fifteen string quartets of almost uniformly high
quality, and numerous song cycles, chamber
works, movie scores, and patriotic anthems,
Shostakovich never again finished a work in the
genre in which, at twenty-two, he had seemed
potentially more promising than even Mozart or
Rossini had been at that age.
That is our loss. But some losses, at least in
music, can be redeemed eventually, and William
Kentridge has now given this youthfully exuberant
opera – forsaken in 1930 and only revived in
1974, when Shostakovich himself was near death
– a restoration that is also a new view. Kentridge
has approached The Nose from the perspective of
a middle-aged man at the turn of the twenty-first
century, and in doing so he has lent it a gravitas
and a pathos, though also a kind of visual playfulness and excitement, that were not necessarily
there in the original. A South African artist with
deep roots in the anti-apartheid movement as
well as a theatrical affinity for forms like mime,
dance, film, and puppet-theater, Kentridge is the
perfect person to appreciate both Shostakovich’s
dour sense of humor and his frenetic sadness. As
a director, he is clearly drawn to the showmanship of Shostakovich’s music – the virtuosic
three-minute percussion interlude, for instance,
which separates the second scene from the
third, or the zany, noise-making instruments
and bellowing trombones that lend a circuslike atmosphere to some of the proceedings
– but he is equally attracted to what Grigory
Kozintsev (a movie director who worked with
Shostakovich over the course of both their lives)
called his “feeling for tragedy” and his “virulent
hatred of all that degrades man.” By using his
own personal obsessions to bring out the darker
side of Shostakovich, Kentridge also takes us
closer to Gogol, as if each artist’s vision became
multiplied and enlarged, the more refractions it
went through.
Kentridge is obsessed, first and foremost, with
rhythm: with how a drawn line stops and starts,
or how a curve twirls around itself; with the way
a dancer’s movement echoes but also seems to
give rise to the music behind it, and the way
stillness in dance corresponds to silence; with
the fact that our bodies love speed and motion,
twirling and leaping, but our minds need
intermittent repose. And this preoccupation
with rhythm, it turns out, is also at the heart of
Shostakovich’s opera (not to mention Gogol’s
story, where, even in translation, the deceptively
flat prose style depends on rhythmic fluctuations and feints to convey its true import). In

just about all the sections of the score that
are choral or heavily instrumental, a driving,
forward-moving impulse infuses the music
and thereby infuses us, so that we may find
ourselves invisibly bouncing in our seats with
a combination of nervousness and excitement
(a combination that Valery Gergiev’s skillful
conducting of the Met orchestra enhances to its
fullest). And then, in the recitative sections of
the opera, we are made to pause, and rest, and
feel, and think; our forward movement is held
up for a time, so that we can fully sense the
pleasure of its resumption. Kentridge follows
every one of these minute shifts of pace in his
visual accompaniments to the music – that
profuse swirl of film images and hand-drawn
cartoons and constructivist shapes and Russian
or English words which he projects onto the
backdrop (only in this case it is more like a
foredrop) that surrounds the human singers in
this performance.
Inexplicable mysteries are a given in this plot,
so the occasionally obscure or confusing
elements introduced by Kentridge’s visual
images don’t necessarily distort the opera. In
fact, Shostakovich had already added in a few
extra mysteries of his own – one of them in
the interpolated stage-coach scene where the
nose is captured by the police. (In the Gogol
story, this happens offstage.) Here, among other
things, Shostakovich shows us the officers’
brutal treatment of a comely bagel-selling
wench; and there is also a strange old lady
who, surrounded and contradicted by her
female servants, lugubriously predicts her own
death. I understand what the brutal officers are
doing here (Shostakovich had a lifelong terror
of anyone in uniform—not an unreasonable
attitude, in the Soviet Union), but I can’t for
the life of me figure out what that old woman
represents. What did this episode mean to him,
and why did he think it had anything to do with
Gogol’s plot? Never mind, though; Kentridge
has skillfully costumed the woman in a long,
doleful mask that links her to other masked
characters in the crowd, and this makes her
seem a natural part of the overall carnivaleque,
chaotic atmosphere. The chaos is charming –
I especially loved the twirling of the fan-shaped
red inserts in the officers’ gray coats – but it
can also be potentially intimidating and even
frightening, and that doubleness perfectly suits
the opera’s mood.
What makes The Nose a comic opera, finally, is
that Kovalyov gets his lost nose back again in
the end. What are the chances of that? What is
the likelihood that everything should come right

as easily and as inexplicably as it goes wrong?
“Improbable,” to say the least – or at any rate
that’s the word Gogol himself uses. “Only now,
on thinking it all over, we can see that there
is a great deal that is improbable in it…,” this
deadpan narrator says of his own tale as it is
drawing to a close:
Quite apart from the really strange fact of the
supernatural disappearance of the nose and
its appearance in various parts of town in the
guise of a State Councillor, how did Kovalyov
fail to realise that he could not advertise about
his nose in a newspaper?… But what is even
stranger and more incomprehensible than
anything is that authors should choose such
subjects… In the first place it’s of no benefit
whatever to our country, and in the second
place – but even in the second place there’s no
benefit whatsoever… All the same, on second
thoughts, there really is something in it. Say
what you like, but such things do happen –
not often, but they do happen.
And on this characteristically suspended, utterly
irreducible note, somewhere between assertion
and doubt, mockery and seriousness, the Gogol
story ends.
When I first read the Shostakovich libretto (which
I did while listening to the excellent Mariinsky recording of The Nose, also conducted by Gergiev),
I was disappointed to see that he had left this
ending out of his opera. Mainly, I suppose, this
was because his libretto borrowed only from
the story’s dialogue and not from the narrative
voice; but perhaps another cause was that even
Shostakovich, reckless as he was in his youth,
might have hesitated to sound such a skeptical
note in Stalin’s Soviet Union. In any case, because
I had noticed the omission, I was particularly delighted to see these sentences reappear toward
the end of Kentridge’s production.
I had thought this was yet another example of
Kentridge’s special genius at work, but Laurel
Fay (who, as Shostakovich’s most thorough and
rigorous biographer, knows more about him
than anyone else) told me that Kentridge did
not introduce the Gogolian narration into the
opera; that had been done earlier, in the 1974
Moscow Chamber Opera Theater production by
Boris Pokrovsky. What a bittersweet pleasure it
must have brought to the composer when, at
the very end of his life, after years of silence and
suppression, he was finally able to see his great
opera restored to the stage, with a small but
important addition that made the whole work
even stronger and more virulently Gogolian. II
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CONTACT WITH NEW MUSIC
CONTACT! The New Music Series of the New
York Philharmonic, Alan Gilbert, Conductor
and Host, Thomas Hampson, Baritone; Peter
Jay Sharp Theater, Peter Norton Symphony
Space, NY, NY, April 16, 2010.
By Barry O’Neal
The second program of the New York
Philharmonic’s new music series, Contact!,
devoted to new pieces for large chamber
ensembles, was presented on a wet Friday
evening. The large audience heard three
quite distinctive pieces by composers born
since 1970, all of them commissioned by the
orchestra and receiving their world premieres.
Alan Gilbert, the new music director, spoke
eloquently of his desire to help the development
of young composers. He was joined on stage
by WNYC radio personality John Schaefer,
whose program Soundcheck has done so much
to introduce innovative new music to radio
audiences. He announced that Q2, WQXR’s
Internet new music program, would “broadcast”
the program twice in the next week, Thursday
evening and Saturday afternoon. Next Maestro

it is aph

another began, the spiky, invigorating, largely
atonal piece was so imaginatively scored, that
it kept one’s attention for most of its length.
The rippling winds and strings of the opening
section certainly conveyed the sense of floating.
The mixed meters and awkward rhythms of
“Teetering” were also easy to detect and gave
the sense of someone trying to balance himself
on a narrow wall. The general feel of Shepherd’s
piece was brash and inventive, though a sense
of strong individual personality did not emerge.
It could have been written by any number of
composers today.
Next up, Nico Muhly joined John Schaefer
on stage to introduce his new work, Detailed
Instructions, for orchestra. Muhly’s boyish charm
was much in evidence. When Schaefer asked him
about the scoring of his piece (without violins),
Muhly explained that most new pieces have very
busy violin parts so he thought he would give
the violins a rest. The scoring of the work did
produce a special sound, since he also omitted
the trumpets. The brass section consisted of
horn, two trombones and tuba, which with the

the work was a tour de force of writing
for chamber ensemble with its vivid use
of percussion and instrumental color
Gilbert and Mr. Schaefer introduced the
composer of the first piece on the program,
Sean Shepherd. Mr. Shepherd spoke disarmingly
of his having the chance to write for such
accomplished musicians and his struggle to find
a suitable title for his piece.
In performance, the new piece, These Particular
Circumstances, in seven uninterrupted episodes,
proved to be remarkably accomplished.
Written for 16 players (mostly drawn from the
Philharmonic) and lasting 15 minutes, the work
was a tour de force of writing for chamber
ensemble with its vivid use of percussion
and instrumental color. The musicians played
it with clarity and enthusiasm. The seven
continuous sections are labeled “Floating;
Circling; Spinning; Grinding; Sinking; Teetering;
Soaring.” While it was not always easy to
distinguish where one section ended and
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violas, cellos and bass gave the work a darker
color. The overall style of the music was tonal
and neo-minimalist with the arpeggios and
pattering of Philip Glass coming to mind in the
first and third movements and the subtle and
drawn out string chord changes reminiscent of
John Adam’s Harmonium in the slow second
movement. This gorgeous movement, titled “Tilt
Your Head,” made stunning use of the piccolo
in a melodic role, with the English horn adding
its distinctive color below, and included warmly
scored chorale-like writing for the four brass
instruments. The third movement, “Can’t Wait,”
was more edgy and invigorating but seemed less
distinctive with its style and manner drawn more
obviously from the minimalist playbook. At 17
minutes, Detailed Instructions (a good title for
most new compositions, where there tends to be
a profusion of notational instructions) was very
well proportioned and a pleasure to listen to.

The second half of the concert brought Alan
Gilbert back to the microphone to introduce
both Magnus Lindberg, the Philharmonic
Marie-Josée Kravis Composer-in-Residence, and
Matthias Pintscher (at 39, the oldest composer
on this program), who talked about songs from
Solomon’s Garden, for baritone and chamber
orchestra. Pintscher spoke at some length
about the beauty of the Hebrew language and
his desire to have the orchestra function as a
character in the work not just as an accompanist
to the singer. In reality the chamber orchestra
was more than a character. Mr. Pintscher’s
predominantly drab and prosaic setting for the
excerpts from the biblical Song of Songs (billed
here as “Text from the Megillah: Shir Hashirim,
Chapter 2”) did little to enhance the beauty
of the language. Furthermore, since the lights
were turned down in the hall, it was impossible

horistic by design
to follow the words, helpfully printed in the
program in both Hebrew and English. However,
the chamber orchestra, at 25 players the largest
ensemble of the night, produced an astonishing
array of sounds with exotic percussion
filigree, pungent wind writing that included
some virtuosic bass clarinet licks, and wispy,
diaphanous string instrumental effects. Thomas
Hampson was the baritone soloist and did very
well at projecting the text, but the real interest
was in what the ensemble was doing. The two
interludes, the first dramatic, the second restless
and shimmering, with the largest climax of the
piece, and the tense, lengthy postlude were
the highlights of Pintscher’s piece. Despite his
impeccable training, his music seemed to have
imbibed elements of the French spectralist school
with its emphasis on sonority and timbre as a
structural determinant. Pintscher’s approach leads
to a rich, but not plush, busy, but not overfilled,
texture that keeps the ear focused on intriguing,
ever changing, instrumental combinations.
The overall impression was of a higher level of
musical sophistication than in the music by the
two younger Americans. It certainly made one
anxious to encounter more of his oeuvre.
CONTACT! is a very worthy addition to the New
York musical scene. Magnus Lindberg, who
curated the program, chose the composers
wisely, and each piece had a different sound
image. Throughout the program the players
from the Philharmonic, plus some guests,
displayed a considerable degree of involvement,
and the composers were given a very fair
hearing. Alan Gilbert’s engagement with
the new music community is off to a very
encouraging start this season. II

CURRIER’S
BODY MUSIC

Composer Portraits – Sebastian Currier;
Argento Chamber Ensemble, Michel
Galante, conductor; Miranda Cuckson,
violin; Jacqueline Kerrod, harp; Christopher
Taylor, piano; Miller Theater – Columbia
University, Friday March 5, 2010
By Barry O’Neal
Sebastian Currier is blessed, it seems to me,
with two particular gifts very helpful to long
term growth in a composer: a phenomenal ear
for creating engaging combinations of sounds
and a superb, intuitive sense of how to manage
musical time. His music almost never outstays its
welcome. He gets the most out of a musical idea
or texture and then moves on.

Bodymusic, the new piece that received its world
premiere on this occasion, was commissioned
by Miller Theater. At 39 minutes, it took up
the second half of the program, and could be
considered fairly long by contemporary standards.
However, since it consists of 16 movements for
16 players, it is aphoristic by design. Bodymusic
combines the instrumentalists (who are also
called upon to clap, sing, speak and whisper),
with pre-recorded samples of sounds made by
human beings from hiccupping and sneezing
to walking and splashing in the tub. While this
could have been a recipe for tiresome gimmickry
and while some of the juxtapositions were
deliberately giggle-inducing, the overall effect of
the piece was deeply touching. As Currier writes
in the program notes: “…Bodymusic explores
the intimate connection between our physical
selves and the often ephemeral, disembodied
world of music…Bodymusic examines how music
ultimately comes from the body, but also how the
body can be coordinated, enlivened, calmed and
focused by music.” The movement titles alone tell
a good part of the story: “Doorways”, “Gossip”,
“Sneeze”, “Humiliation”, “Hiccups”, “Very
Quiet”, “After Sex”, “Phonemes”, “Running”,
“Babel”, “Crowds”, “Wordplay”, “Sleep”,
“Solo Voice”, “Choir” and “Nightbath.” The
prerecorded sounds were taken from available
samples on the internet and employed with
unusual sophistication. For example, “Doorways”
begins with the sound of someone walking
to, opening and closing a door, as the music
extends and sustains the sounds produced by
the action. In “Humiliation,” a nervous trumpet
line is counterpointed by pre-recorded audience
laughter that seems to mock the awkward player.
The sounds of sexual ecstasy, which might be
expected to produce laughter, are undercut in
“After Sex,” by a poignant string chorale (post
coitum omnia tristum est). The two final sections,
“Chorus,” in which some of the ensemble plays
while others sing softly and the quietly intense
“Nightbath,” with its gentle sounds of water
splashing, to sustained, enigmatic harmonies from
the ensemble, left one aching with the sense of
the existential loneliness of modern urban life. In
Babel, which begins with a predictable babble of
spoken voices seemingly in various languages, the
instruments begin their own chaotic babble that
gradually overwhelms the “real” sounds, only to
fade back into them. Thanks to Currier’s distinctive
care for how he spends his listener’s time,
Bodymusic commanded the rapt attention of the
Miller Theater audience throughout its 39 minutes
length. The Argento Chamber Ensemble under
Michel Galante seemed to have the work well in
hand and the performance and coordination of
recorded sound and live music was, to these ears,
just about flawless.

The first half of the concert was no less
involving and entertaining. It began with a
wonderfully lucid and satisfying account of
Night Time (1998) by violinist Miranda Cuckson
and harpist Jacqueline Kerrod. Each of the five
movements was carefully characterized: “Dusk”,
appropriately dreamlike, “Sleepless” with its
pizzicato obstinacy, “Vespers,” achingly lyrical,
with a Messiaen-like violin line full of tritones,
“Nightwind”, with harp and violin in a scurrying
moto perpetuo and “Starlight”, glistening with a
murmuring harp against Pärt-like arpeggios from
the violin.

Third on the program was a brilliant performance
by Christopher Taylor of Currier’s Piano Concerto
(2006), written for Miller’s “Pocket Concertos”
series of commissions and first performed by
Emma Tahmizian with Brad Lubman conducting
the Perspectives Ensemble in March, 2007. It,
like Bodymusic, involves the use of pre-recorded
samples, but only in the last movement where
they serve as reminders of the chords that
dominate the first movement. That first movement (“Fluid”) pits staccato repeated notes and
toccata-like gestures by the piano against the
swelling and receding waves of the instrumental
chords (so reminiscent of the third movement
of Arnold Schoenberg’s Op. 16 Five Pieces for
Orchestra – “Summer Morning by a Lake”).
The second movement (“Edgy”), by Currier’s
own admission owes a little to the style of Serge
Prokofiev’s piano concertos, but seemed jazzier
in a distinctly American way, with delightfully
pointillistic orchestration and ferocious, driving
piano writing. The last movement (“Soft”) is the
high point of the concerto. A stunning, meandering piano line, cool and strange, is placed against
the chordal harmonies from the first movement
expanded by the pre-recorded samples “like wave
ripples in a pond” (to quote Currier). The melodic
beauty of the piano line, with its increasingly descending scalic curves and the calm but troubling
background, create a mood of radiant loneliness
that seems characteristic of Currier’s music.
Christopher Taylor (well remembered by Miller
Theater regulars for his astounding performance
of Messiaen’s Vingt Regards de l’enfant Jesu,
from memory, a few years back) played the
Concerto with great intensity and beauty. Once
again, Michel Galante and the Argento Chamber
ensemble seemed to be in total sympathy with
the extraordinary colors of Currier’s score and
played it as if possessed by the music’s spirit.
Mr. Taylor always seems to project a certain
nervous awkwardness in his appearance that is at
complete variance with his mastery of the music
at hand. The performance was exemplary by
fall 2010
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John Eaton: The Curious Case of Benjamin
Button, presented by the Center for
Contemporary Opera, featuring the Pocket
Opera Players, conducted by Karl Kramer;
Peter Norton Symphony Space, June 15, 2010
By Barry O’Neal
Kicking off the American Composers Alliance
June Festival, the Center for Contemporary
Opera presented the world premiere of John
Eaton’s latest “Pocket Opera,” The Curious
Case of Benjamin Button, based on the F. Scott
Fitzgerald story of the same name. Unlike the
popular 2008 David Fincher film starring Brad
Pitt, Cate Blanchet, Julia Ormand, Tilda Swinton
et al., Eaton and his daughter Estela Eaton,
who created the libretto, stay fairly close to the
original 1922 story and preserve its time frame
(l860-1930).
The premise of Benjamin Button is that the
eponymous hero is born an old man and
“ages” in reverse during the tale, winding
up as a newborn baby at the end. The story
and the opera begin in 1860 and each scene
shows a stage of Button’s life up to the Spanish
American War in 1898. The confusion and
horror of his birth as a cranky old man is
played mostly for laughs, the Doctor snippy,
the nurse horrified, his father confused and his
poor mother not even a character at all. The
following scenes, depicting his childhood: a
kindergarten scene set in 1865, his vain attempt
to register at Yale (1878), his meeting his wife,
who is drawn to older men, at a party (1880)
and his enlistment in the army and heroic
service in the 1898 war, are full of deft touches
and benefited from baritone Chris Pedro Trakas’
moving portrayal of Button’s “progress” from
old age to young manhood. In the second
act, Button, now played by baritone Dominic
Inferrara, goes from being a football star at
Harvard (scene 1. – 1910), to unwelcome father
on an uptight son, Roscoe (tenor, Tony Boutte)
to awkward teenager trying to re-enlist in World
War One (scene 3 – l917) and returning to
Kindergarten (Scene 4 – 1925). In the Epilogue,
as a baby, Benjamin Button expires to a lovely
lullaby sung by his nanny (mezzo- soprano,
Jennifer Roderer).
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Though capably directed by Marco Capalbo,
the minimalist production was hampered by
long pauses between scenes, which seemed
unjustified by the simple staging. Mr. Eaton
might consider (á la Pelleas et Melisande
and Wozzeck), the desirability of musical
interludes between scenes. The simple
settings, projections on hanging paper drapes
supplemented by simple props were effective,
on the whole. Most of the players were given
paper costumes to suggest their roles, but
Benjamin Button was costumed variously as a
soldier, with a blue uniform or a football player,
with pads and jersey, as the scene required.
The six instrumentalists were excellent and
included some well-known names from the
new music community (Christopher Oldfather,
piano, Alejandro Acierto, clarinets, Margaret
Lancaster, flutes, Ana Milosavljevic, violin, Dan
Barrett, cello, Dennis Sullivan, percussion). The
musicians and singers were ably conducted by
Karl Kramer.
John Eaton is a respected figure in American
Music, well regarded for his operas
Danton and Robespierre (1978), The Cry of
Clytemnestra (1980) and The Tempest (1985),
but has been little heard from in New York of
late. He has been recognized by a MacArthur
grant and has had a distinguished teaching
career at Indiana University and the University
of Chicago. Recently he has concentrated
on “pocket opera” for small forces of which
The Curious Case of Benjamin Button is the
latest. It was a bold choice for the Center for
Contemporary Opera to present this flawed
and difficult but intriguing work. The choice
was rewarded by the enthusiasm of a large
audience, full of notable people from the New
York musical community. II

Sudden music

ACA June Festival 2010, “Sudden Music,” June
16-19, Symphony Space Thalia, NYC. First ensemble concert, Wednesday, June 16, 7:30PM.
Music by Kate Soper, Mark Zuckerman, Raoul
Pleskow, Robert Fleisher, Matthew Welch,
Frederick Tillis and Clarice Assad. Performed
by Kolot Ensemble, Lunatics at Large, Wet Ink
Ensemble and soloists.
By Joseph Pehrson
Generally speaking, over the years, the ACA
concerts have taken on a certain character
similar to the type of concert one might hear
offered by university music departments.
Many of the works had a certain similarity of
style and approach. and generally had some
lingering association with the serial method
of composition still associated with many
institutions. So it was heartening to note that
the ACA in its most recent series of concerts
for 2010 seems to be intent on breaking out
of this mold. The first ensemble concert of

Ms. Soper made the most of this “door”: Erin
Lesser, an expert new music flutist, had many
percussive articulations on her instrument,
making many non-pitched sounds, the saxophone (Alex Mincek) and electric guitar (Kobe
Van Cauwenberghe) lent their distinctive and
unusual timbres and, especially, a focused and
interesting use of accordion (Eric Wubbels),
sometimes doubling the voice, created a
special freshness of sound. Without a doubt,
this young lady has a distinctive, original voice
and has managed to find her own significant
solution to the “words or music”question.
Curiously enough, another ensemble piece
featuring sound colors and novel articulations seemed nowhere near as successful:
Symphony of Drones, No. 1 (2001) by
Matthew Welch. Mr. Welch conducted
the “Wet Ink Ensemble” joined by Joshua
Modney (violin), Alex Lipowski (percussion)
and with vocals again by Ms. Soper. This
work was essentially an essay in extended
improvisation and while I found it refreshing
that the ACA included it in the festival, many

piano concerto in four short movements, I
did not hear it that way. All the instruments
seemed to share equally in well constructed
phrases. Musical ideas were well crafted
and highlighted appropriately, instrumental
pairings always worked, climaxes were
effective and the piece, although essentially
atonal with many tritones and minor seconds,
showed that chromatic or atonal music need
not necessarily be grating, unpleasant or
“angst ridden.”
I was unhappy with the piano work by
Mark Zuckerman, On the Edges (1996). This
virtuosic piece was played admirably by Peter
Vinograde and was obviously sophisticated
in its construction. Indeed, it even contains
a “four-part invention” for enthusiasts of
such forms, which evolved from a beginning
toccata. The problem for me was that, despite
the obvious sophistications, everything
seemed to boil down to the ear to one big
“octatonic scale,” you know, the kind of
scale used by Bartok and some jazz musicians, whole-step, half-step, whole-step, etc.

...we can revel in a conception of extra-terrestrial
sounds that McCandless brings to earth, literally.
This piece is very imaginative.
the June 2010 Festival featured a number of
pieces, some more successful than others, but
offering a kind of variety that I had never
associated with ACA presentations.
By far the most interesting work on the
program of June 16 was by the young
composer Kate Soper. Scored for an unusual
and colorful ensemble of flute, saxophone,
electric guitar and accordion (the “Wet Ink
Ensemble”), and with herself as soprano,
Ms. Soper’s Door (2007), after the poem by
Martha Collins, was mostly about sound,
expressed by a line in the poem: “The space
before the words begin, or after the words,
or between the words, the opened mouth between the words.” It was within these spaces
that the music took over, elaborating the
words, syllables and phonemes of the poem.

of the gestures -- typical “whoosh” glissandi
on the marimba, screaming climaxes with
soprano, hushed twitterings of percussion
with woodwind tappings -- we have heard
before in much music of the 1960’s. There
was nothing very new here and the lack of
formal structure didn’t seem to enhance
the “extended” instrumental sounds. It was
interesting to me that, pairing this work with
the piece by Ms. Soper, one could see how
different two pieces could be which supposedly were focused on new sounds.
A contrasting work was heard in the N.Y.
premiere of Raoul Pleskow’s Dialogue for
Piano and 3 Instruments (2009). Performers
were Evi Jundt, piano, Jonathan Engle, flute,
Ben Ringer, clarinet and Andrea Lee, cello.
Although intended as a kind of chamber

I have the feeling that Zuckerman feels this
is somehow “his style,” but the question is to
whether this is probing sound worlds deep
enough, despite all the machinations.
There was a very short electronic piece on the
program, Loretto Alfresco (1970) by Robert
Fleisher. I swear this piece was only about two
minutes long and contained rather cheesy,
cheap sounding percussion sounds. This
rather tenuous recording of pots, pans, pipes
and other objects was recorded with existing
technology 40 years ago, and presented as a
sentimental gesture. I have no idea why this
work was included on the program; it was
too short even to make a statement. I understand that Fleisher was involved in a 60x60
project, organized by Rob Voisey, where
one minute works are the rage. However in
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that project.several such pieces are played
one after the other and the time duration is
expected. I believe just one isolated work of
a nature such as this, in the company of other
traditional works, is out of place.
Spiritual Fantasy No. 8 “Go Down Moses” by
Frederick Tillis received its world premiere,
scored for the “Lunatics at Large” ensemble
of Evi Jundt, piano, Keats Dieffenbach, violin
and Andrea Lee, cello. It accomplished a very
difficult task: reconciling a popular tune, a
spiritual, with a concert piece. Mr. Tillis was
very successful with this partially, I believe,
because he kept the quoted part of the tune
rather short. In fact, I rather wanted to hear
more of it. The rest was simply good classical
trio writing in an accessible but not pandering style, with good writing for the instruments, lines that seemed to compliment each
other, and effective tuttis.
The final piece on the program, Cirandada,
Classicas Cantigas (2010) by Clarice Assad was
a curious selection in that it was, essentially,
a piece of Brazilian popular music. Sung
by Ms. Assad, accompanied by the Kolot
Ensemble with Keita Ogawa on a wide array
of Brazilian percussion instruments, this
piece really departed from what would be
considered the standard ACA concert fare. In
fact, Ms. Assad tried to get the ACA concert
audience to clap along with her rhythms.
This was a rather embarrassing experiment
since the ACA audience did not comply. I
didn’t clap either, nor did I applaud much
at the end. However, again ACA should be
complimented by trying something different
in their concert fare.

INTO THE
LABYRINTH

ACA June Festival 2010, “Sudden Music,” June
16-19, Symphony Space Thalia, NYC. Third ensemble concert, Friday, June 18, 7:30PM, “Into
the Labyrinth…” Music by Joel Gressel, Richard
McCandless, Eleanor Cory, Raymond Luedeke
and John Melby. Performed by Jude Traxler,
percussion, Christopher Oldfather, piano, Colin
Fox (narration), James Anagnoson and Leslie
Kinton, pianos and Duo Diorama: MingHuan
Xu, violin and Winston Choi, piano.
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I was unable to attend the second
Thursday night ensemble concert of the
ACA Festival, but I did attend Friday night,
entitled “Into the Labyrinth…” There
were some exceptionally interesting pieces
on this concert as well as at least one
exceptionally uninteresting one. Let’s start
with the positive:
Richard McCandless’ solo percussion piece
with electronics, Voyager, has received a
number of performances in the last several
years, and I have heard some of them. It
truly is a striking work, and I mean that with
no pun on its percussive intensity. Written
in 1999, it is an imaginative essay regarding
the concept and sound of the “Voyager 1”
spacecraft launched by NASA in 1977. This
spacecraft travelled past Saturn and in 20,000
years will be in “deep space,” outside the
gravitational pull of the sun. Supposedly,
since it encounters no friction, it will continue
travelling on for billions of years, outliving
humans, the sun and who knows what
else. We needn’t plan that far in advance.
However, we can revel in a conception of
extra-terrestrial sounds that McCandless
brings to earth, literally. The percussion
bangs and boings, sometimes repetitively in
engaging patterns, while the electronic part
judiciously articulates long “spacey” sounds,
sometimes in glissando as they are sped up
and slowed down. These long tones are a
nice counterpoint to the repeated percussion
which, in its repetition, is not super complex
but is super fun to hear. McCandless exercises
particular care in coordinating the percussion,
played nicely by Jude Traxler here, with the
electronic part. I hope McCandless keeps
bringing this piece out, since if other people
are like me, one never tires of it.
Two other pieces on the program also
featured electronic tracks, This Way Lies
Madness (2009) by Joel Gressel and Concerto
for Violin, Piano and Computer (2008)
by John Melby. The Melby piece, which
closed the program, is a carefully composed
work which shows great craftsmanship and
original writing for the two instruments, here
played nicely by Duo Diorama: MingHuan
Xu on violin and Winston Choi on piano.
Melby, who is known and respected for his
computer works, writes exceptionally well
for the instruments. For me, however, I
found a problem in the blending between

the two sound sources, the acoustic and the
electronic. The computer sounds were, for
the most part, rather high and seemed to
float above the instrumental sounds. They
also seemed possibly to be not as interesting
as they might be sonically. I find this to
be a problem in many works created with
the computer in Csound. I have incredible
respect for the composers who are able
to create music from material such as this.
However, just because such methods are
difficult, interesting, challenging or historical
does not necessarily mean that the sounds
can compete with the depth and engaging
nature of synthesized sounds that many
pop people are using based on equipment
that they pick up right off the street. So for
me this work was an excellent duo with a
high and separate electronic part which had
limited interest.
Joel Gressel’s solo electronic piece, This Way
Lies Madness (2009) used similar sounding
computer materials, but he seemed cognizant
of the necessity of “beefing things up” a bit
with “fatter” sounds and reverb. The only
problem was, in this case, it seemed things
were practically overdone. The woofers
woofed and the tweeters tweeted and the
rafters shook, rattled and rolled. I could
feel the sound as much in my seat in the
Thalia as through my ear. The piece had
defined structure, and intense overlays.
However, everything in this exaggerated
post-processing seemed to blur the many
lines and layering that would really showcase
the piece. Perhaps some of the problem was
in the playback which, as I mention, was even
more “gripping” than the music, as the Thalia
seats, acting as huge resonators, shook this
listener to the core.
Now I have the unfortunate duty of reporting
on Mr. Raymond Luedeke’s The Art of Love,
Into the Labyrinth from 2005. The actor Colin
Fox nicely narrated the well-known legend
of Ariadne and the Minotaur in the Labyrinth
and infused it with all kinds of sociological
and sexual overtones that, quite frankly,
held little interest for me. Perhaps as theatre
alone this piece works. The unfortunate
part is that the “accompaniment” to the
narration consisted of the duo pianists, James
Anagnoson and Leslie Kinton, banging away
on two pianos. Think Carl Orff, perhaps.
However, the basically diatonic and modal

glorious
microtonal harmonies

But, above all, it was the

in quartertones that held the excitement in this piece.

character of the music was simply filler. There
were no climaxes, there were no contrapuntal
lines to speak of, just reiterating chords on a
very limited selection of pitches. There was no
modulation. The music was cut from a cloth,
a little like that of a dressmaker, sometimes
perhaps having a bit more color than at other
times but, basically, without contour. But, I
also can’t say, because it added variety to the
program, that I thoroughly disliked sitting
through it.
For me, a real high point of the evening
was a work by Eleanor Cory, her Celebration
from 2008. I am well acquainted with several
of Cory’s works but this, for me, was so far
the most effective. I thought that she really
gave speech to one of her enthusiasms, the
relationship between contemporary music
and jazz. The interest in this relationship is
present in almost all her works, in one way or
another, but here it was at its most overt and,
for me, most fascinating.
Celebration is in four movements. The first
movement, “Balance” begins with chordal
shifting akin to jazz, then picks up the pace
significantly, leading to “Innocence” a second
movement which begins with a nice lyricism.
Cory’s pieces are almost always challenging
to perform and Christopher Oldfather, a new
music veteran of many years was certainly up
to the task. Aside from some facial gestures
which make it seem like he is gasping for air
at every chromatic “crunch” chord, he does
a typically excellent job. The third movement
“Reverie” is the one which is for me the
most fascinating, with the closed voicing
jazz chords in quick succession which still,
somehow, are not jazz. The fourth movement
(“Standards”) is fun, a little like an Easter egg
hunt. Here her program notes state she has

incorporated notes of jazz standards such as
“Misty,” “How About You”, “I’ve Got You
Under My Skin,” etc. However, the quotations
were so subtle I was unable to identify any
of them.

SUDDEN MUSIC

ACA June Festival 2010, “Sudden Music,”
June 16-19, Symphony Space Thalia, NYC.
Fifth and final ensemble concert, Saturday,
June 19, 7:30PM. “Sudden Music.” Music
by Harold Seletsky, Elizabeth Bell, Elliott
Schwartz, Michael Slayton, Lansing
Mcloskey and Burton Beerman. Performed
by Andrew Bolotowsky, flute, Christopher
Oldfather, piano, The Kalot Ensemble: Keats
Dieffenbach, violin, Yael Manor, piano, The
Bowdoin New Music Ensemble, Nicole Pantos,
soprano, Molly Morkoski, piano, Rebecca
Duren, soprano, Alan Johnson, piano, Duo
Diorama: Winston Choi, piano and MingHuan
Xu, violin and dance ensemble “Flamingo.”
I was unable to attend the fourth afternoon chamber concert of the ACA, but I
did attend the final concert on Saturday
night, June 19. For me, this was a concert
with some exceptionally interesting pieces
and some exceptionally dull ones. Let’s
begin with one of the former, a work by
the microtonal pioneer Harold Seletsky.
Seletsky has a long history of involvement
in microtonality, from his experience with
jazz and klezmer music, both of which use
it significantly. Here in The Intimate Flutist
from 1982 he places a separate synthesizer
keyboard with piano sound on top of the
regular grand keyboard. The synthesizer
is tuned in quartertones, or 48-equal
temperament. Although the sound of

the synth was, of course, significantly
different from the “real” piano, I found
this unproblematic, any sound quality
question greatly surpassed by the novel
quartertone harmonies. Christopher
Oldfather played both these instruments,
the piano and synth, admirably and
Andrew Bolotowsky, another performer
long associated with microtonality and
experimental music, performed the flute
part. The work was lyrical, with a touch of
jazz and the use of the pitch bend wheel
on the synthesizer was employed to affect
a simultaneous glissando, at times, with
flute bendings. But, above all, it was the
glorious microtonal harmonies that held
the excitement in this piece.
There were two vocal works on this
program: Le Soir Tombe (2007) by
Michael Slayton and Sudden Music (2009)
by Lansing Mcloskey (the title of the
festival). Regrettably, I found both a
little unconvincing.
The Slayton work, set to French poetry
by Mme. Therese Planiol, a scientist and
poet, was, in fact, a work that could
have been written 100 years ago by, say,
Debussy. Gratefully, the work led to a
nice climax in a spot which had at least a
marginal relationship to the text. Slayton
has significant awards and is Chair of
the Department of Music Composition
at Vanderbilt University’s Blair School
of Music, so I would presume he has a
catalogue of other pieces that would
get a better response from this listener.
Nicole Pantos sang the work well with a
four-hand piano team of Yale Manor and
Molly Morkoski.
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Lansing Mcloskey’s Sudden Music from
2009 seemed more effective as a vocal
piece. The music repeated in an almost
minimalistic way, with the same chromatic
harmonies coming over and over. At first
this process was cloying but it became a
bit more appealing after a few repetitions
and seemed to relate to the bleak nature
of the poetry by Javen Tanner. The poetry
was quite interesting and the repeating
arpeggios seemed effective in themselves,
though the poem, which called upon
images of loss and desire would, I think,
call for a bit of respite, a static sound at
least here and there. As a professor at
the University of Miami and a composer
with, according to the program notes,
a broad reach of musical experience, I
would expect Mcloskey has other, more
convincing works. The piece was delivered
soundly by Rebecca Duren, soprano and
Alan Johnson, piano.

stage and moved her eyes back and forth,
eventually crossing them. This I found
particularly silly.

Burton Beerman has a long history of
multimedia and video-enhanced works,
going way back to the 1980’s, so I was a
little surprised to find a rather conventional duo for violin and piano in his Gifts
(For You) from 2009. The only element
that reminded me of the “older Beerman”
was the inclusion of dance. More on that
in a moment. Let it suffice to say, though,
that the work was written in a style that
Beerman has obviously honed over the
years. His language has evolved into a kind
of modal writing for piano over which
the violin executes rather virtuosic leaps
and patterns. The patterns are, actually,
more complex than simple arpeggios and
sometimes modernistic melody lines drift
up toward the stratosphere. It seemed like
a fairly original take as a musical language.
Added to this was the dance. There were
four modern dancers, Erin Donohue, Sra
Karimi, Aya Wilson and Chih-Hsien Lin
who paired off, two moving mostly at one
time, choreographed by Jennifer Kayle.
Occasionally they would pose as tableaus.
Their costumes had Egyptian associations and the dancers would strike poses
somewhat reminiscent of flamingos. At the
end, one dancer stood at the middle of the

I spoke with Ms. Bell to learn that the
entire work is actually in four movements.
Only three were presented here, but I feel
they worked perfectly as a set. The first
movement, “Elegy,” (actually the 2nd)
began with nice long melodic lines and
chords that favorably accompanied them,
of neither a specifically tonal nor atonal
nature. Gradually the tempo picks up.
This accelerando is done with a masterful
touch. Then a thoughtful first tempo is
again reassigned. This movement is the one
of remembrance and certainly does have
its elegiac aspect. The second movement,
“Shadow-Dance” is a modern waltz. This
movement uses syncopation very carefully
and is a good exercise in rhythms. It is a
recollection of happy times in the past.
I personally love pieces that are direct,
personal and effective and clearly express
their point as this one does. Finally, the last
movement called “The Furies” is called by
Bell an “invocation of anger and sadness
for lost opportunities…” I would imagine it
could also just signify an anger at the
vagaries of life in general. Although perhaps
not a prolific composer, I would think she
should be considered one of the best composers on the scene today if not in quantity,
and surely in the quality of her work.
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I have not heard too many pieces of
Elizabeth Bell. One of the reasons, (with
which she will agree), is that she really
hasn’t written too many of them that she
has kept. However, of the few remaining,
the works are exciting and of the highest
caliber so, perhaps, “less is more” in this
case. Les Neiges D’Antan (“The Snows of
Yesteryear”), the title taken from 15th
century French poet Francois Villon, is a
poignant reflection on the loss of people
close to her, in this case, her father.
Regrettably, she also lost her husband
recently, a new music advocate who was
almost always with her at concerts, but
this piece was written quite a bit earlier, in
1998, although the sentiments pertain, as
she indicates in her program note.

Ah, Elliott Schwartz. What a great way
to end. Well, the concert didn’t end with
Schwartz, but this review does. The piece,
Collage Concertante, recently written in
2010 was great fun. He brought students
from his college, The Bowdoin New Music
Ensemble, to perform and they did a
fine job of a piece that required multiple
roles: virtually all the performers also had
speaking parts. The ensemble consisted
of Abriel Ferreira, trumpet, Olivia Madrid,
clarinet, Catherine Cushing, piano, Akiva
Zamcheck, guitar, Peter McLaughlin,
drumset and boombox.
The first movement, entitled “Birthday
Tribute” celebrates the bicentennial birthdays of Chopin and Schumann, both born
in 1810. Anyone who knows a Schwartz
work will expect a liberal use of quotation
from the masters here. In the second part,
titled “Round Robin”, bird sounds are
called for, from the famouns “bird motet”
creator Adam de la Halle, to English folk
songs, and the ensemble got to perform
these on bird and ducky toys (!) The piece
finally ends with the entire ensemble,
including Scwartz, turning around and
intoning to the audience the line from an
Emily Dickenson poem, “Hope is the thing
with feathers…”
Schwartz, seemingly, is addressing the
anxieties of our own age here in his kindly,
humorous manner. If the motto of our
current time in 2010 is “hope,” he amplifies it. I have the feeling he is enjoying his
composing now in retirement more than
ever and the audience, as the beneficiary, reaps the full benefit of his fun and
hopefulness. II

Music for
Choir and
Saxophones:

The New York Virtuoso Singers under
Harold Rosenbaum with The Raschèr
Saxophone Quartet (Christine Rall,
soprano, Elliot Riley, alto; Bruce
Weinberger, tenor, Kenneth Coon,
baritone) and trombones: Tom Hutchinson,
Brian Mahany and Richard Clark.
By Nancy Garniez
The human voice in chorus is an instrument
with inexhaustible potential for surprise and
insight. A good vocal ensemble lets the listener
in on the secrets of sound itself. Thus the
prospect of a performance by virtuoso singers
together with saxophone quartet proved rightly
irresistible, especially with the added excitement
of a program consisting entirely of works not
previously heard in New York.
Conducted by Harold Rosenbaum, the choir
uses many facets of choral sound to explore
the emergence of pitch from speech, the
connection between vowels agreeing (or not)
with harmony (or counterpoint). The Raschèr
Saxophone Quartet sounded like a beautifully
voiced reed organ. I was particularly impressed
by their clean articulation – no mean feat for
reed instruments of different registers. The
program was ambitious in its philosophical
depth – only one of the works lightened the
mood by its brevity and its gentle tone.
The opening cantata, the American première of
Face to Face (2007-2008) by Finnish composer
Jouni Kaipainen, relies on the coalescence of
text out of non-verbal sounds made by the
voices plus the saxophones. As I particularly
enjoy listening without previously consulting
the program notes – it sharpens awareness of
significant musical events – I though at first that
the words might be in Finnish. The moment
I decided it didn’t matter, the English words
became clearly discernible interspersed with
Latin in Kaipainen’s setting of familiar Biblical
texts. This powerful device of text materializing
out of vocal and reed timbres worked because
of the group’s excellent diction.
Ultimately I found the work to be unsure of its
own power. Having the elements converge on
the final word of the text, “…and the greatest
of these is love,” felt a bit too easy.

This powerful device of text
materializing out of vocal and
reed timbres worked because of
the group’s excellent diction.
Also, I was not convinced by the balance
between the voices and the instruments.
Conventionally the voices are meant to be more
prominent than the instruments. If the opposite
effect is desired, the vocal parts can be delivered
in such a way that the listener has no doubt
of the intended effect. When the dramatic
necessity is clear the effect is unmistakable. This
may have been due to the church’s acoustics
which, not being uniform throughout the
space, are difficult to judge.
Rob Deemer’s Ashur Square (2009) for
saxophone quartet alone was unreservedly
effective in its world premiere. Because I had
to consult the program notes in order to
keep track of its organization, I would have
preferred the episodes to be indicated on the
program itself. It seems to be increasingly
assumed that the audience will be reading
some kind of explanatory or descriptive text
either before or during the performance. I
realize that such a text can make the difference
between audience attentiveness and mind
wandering. But Deemer’s clear evocations of
street sounds and of nature, and the references
to American as well as Middle Eastern songs
were unmistakable. I enjoyed the many colors
achieved by the saxophones, particularly the
surprising percussive effects and the beautiful
melodies in octaves over a murmuring
flute-like running ostinato of inner voices.
The saxophone’s more familiar wail was used
judiciously without being exploited. Perhaps the
piece’s divisions could be indicated with terms
not directly related to a narrative so that the
impact of each could be felt on purely musical
terms. As it is, the experience is like listening to
the score for an unseen film.
I enjoyed the afternoon’s second world
premiere, appropriately Brahmsian threads of
Goethe’s Nachtgesang set by Richard McIntyre,
effectively programmed as a contrast in style. I
welcome references in new music to the past,

especially when they are rich and insightful.
Mr. McIntyre’s evocation of the tonal idiom of
Brahms felt entirely appropriate in this gentle
choral song.
Brazilian Rafael Nassif won the BMI young
composer’s award with this extraordinary
work: “os olhos são a luz do corpo” (2007) for
voices and three trombones (North American
premiere.) In the time-honored tradition of
their instruments the three trombones were
excellently suited to vocal accompaniment.
The interplay of their overtones with vocal
doublings, hummed sounds and barely intoned
vowels was stunning, as was the counterpoint
of texts spoken and sung. This work developed
the connection between literal meaning,
conveyed by the text, and tonal meaning, i.e.,
the sounds themselves. I felt I was listening with
an inner eye.
The American premiere of Zeit(t)räume
(2005) by Stefan Thomas was by far the most
ambitious work performed, both technically
and philosophically. The title is a pun on the
concept of Time Dreams and Time Spaces. This
substantial piece consists of several movements
each of which develops time in a distinct
way, using techniques familiar to students
of counterpoint since the middle ages. But
the overall effect was kept from being dry or
academic by the smart diction which conveyed
subjective experiences of time, and by the
confident virtuosity of the instrumentalists, who
had previously performed the work in Europe.
For an encore The Raschèr Quartet played a
movement from The Art of the Fugue by Bach.
Their rather square reading of the Baroque
rhythms came as a surprise after the nonmetered movement that had characterized the
rest of the afternoon. II
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Orchestra of
the League of
Composers June 7, 2010

Festival of the
New Republics June 11, 2010
By Hubert Howe
The League of Composers - I.S.C.M., U.S.
Section is one of the oldest and most important
contemporary music organizations in New
York. The result of a fusion between two
different groups both started in the 1920s, it
has been in existence longer than any other
similar organization. It has long represented the
United States abroad in the International Society
for Contemporary Music. I was President of the
organization for nine years, during which time
it presented the first International Festival for
Contemporary Music ever held outside of Europe
during the American bicentennial in 1976.
So it was significant when last year the group
announced that it had formed an orchestra,
and on June 7 the group presented its second
concert. The concert featured two new works by
young composers D. J. Sparr and Jason Treuting,
who had been the winners of a competition
sponsored by the organization during the
previous year, and three works by established
composers Joan Tower, Elliott Carter and
Milton Babbitt. The concert also featured short
interviews with the composers by John Schaefer,
host of WNYC radio’s Soundcheck program.
Such an ambitious and expensive undertaking
should have been a showcase for the best new
music that New York city has to offer. For me,
it was therefore a great disappointment that
it not only failed to meet these expectations
but seemed to exemplify the depths to which
our new music has recently sunk. Part of my
reaction is probably due to John Schaefer,
whose programs concentrate mainly on popular
music, with “smackdowns” where people who
know little hold pointless arguments over the
latest trends. While his approach may be a
well-intentioned attempt to draw listeners from
the popular music world into serious music,
they rather have the opposite effect of dragging
serious music down to a popular level, where,
for example, people only know the melodies
of great classical pieces because they were
used as the theme music for a popular song or
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movie. But there was plenty to dislike about the
musical selections as well.
One would think that the winning pieces of an
elite competition would have been something
special. Both composers attended prestigious
universities and studied with eminent composers,
but their music seemed to come more from
the world of popular music, infused with
minimalism. It gave me the impression that the
composers were aping styles that they imagined
to be in fashion. Both of their titles used new age
lettering and capitalization. The first piece, by
D.J. Sparr (who took pains to point out that his
name did not imply that he was a disk jockey),
integrated two steel-string guitars into an
otherwise classical chamber orchestra, and the
other one was a concerto for four percussionists
with chamber orchestra, but listed on the
program as “4 plus blank,” implying that they
could be paired up with any group.
D.J. Sparr’s piece was entitled DACCA: DECCA:
GAFfA, and his program note gave explicit
credit to a stereo technique used in commercial
recordings. It did have a kind of veneer of
pretty chords, but the music, a “perpetual
motion work,” had far too few changes to
justify its length.
Jason Treuting’s oblique music for 4 plus (blank)
paid homage to Brian Eno’s Oblique Strategies.
Mr. Treuting is a percussionist with the group So
Percussion, who were the featured soloists for
his work and also played in Elliott Carter’s piece.
The percussionists in this work did provide lots
of interesting rhythmic activity, and different
percussionists were combined in different ways
with instrumental groups in the orchestra. But
the harmony was a disappointment, keeping
up relentless repetitions while effecting little
movement. Textures changed , but the main
point of interest was in the rhythm.
Joan Tower’s neo-romantic Purple Rhapsody,
a New York premiere, effectively featured the
violist Paul Neubauer. To give the viola more
leverage against the orchestra, she omitted
oboes and horns, and the viola’s tone portrayed
mellow and graceful melodies. An effectively
orchestrated, rhapsodic work, for me this was
the high point of the concert.
At 101 years of age, Elliott Carter is like an
American institution, a relic of an earlier time
when American composers possessed more
wide-ranging forms of expression than what
we have heard in more recent years. In his
interview before the performance, he made
several remarks that testified to his long
involvement with the New York music scene.

His On Conversing with Paradise was based
on two of Ezra Pound’s Pisan Cantos, written
while the poet was imprisoned in Pisa following
the second world war. In his program notes,
Carter explained that Pound was arrested as a
traitor and later declared insane and interned
in an asylum. It is fortunate that he explained
this, because the texts, full of recondite literary,
historical and cultural references, often sounded
like the ravings of a madman. Effectively sung
by baritone Evan Hughes, the piece was unusual
not just because it used lots of percussion, but
also because the percussion accompanied the
singers as much, if not more, than the other
instruments. The work had many of Carter’s
characteristic harmonies and changes of texture,
although it was not as thorny as his most
complicated works.
Milton Babbitt, also an elder statesman of
American music at 94, was unable to attend
this concert. His Transfigured Notes, written
in 1985 [or so] for the Philadelphia Orchestra
under Ricardo Muti, has had a curious
performance history. Both of its scheduled
performances were cancelled by the conductors
Muti had assigned to it. Receiving its New York
premiere here, the work may seem to have had
a reputation of being unplayable. After hearing
the piece, I felt it was not so much unplayable
as un-listenable. The work was scored just for
strings, each instrumental group playing divisi.
It was a good thing that the Orchestra of the
League of Composers had enough string players
so that more than one player could be assigned
to each part, which provided some balance.
Nevertheless, the work did not leave a good,
or even a clear, impression. Each part consisted
of short, disjoint phrases that did not create
any coherent whole. There were intonation
problems, but the main impression was of
disjointed, unrelated notes with few changes
of texture. The work was agonizingly long (I did
not time it, but it may have been 15 minutes
or more). This work might have been more
appealing if there had been more contrasting
timbres, but the texture was too unchanging to
imagine that this would have made much of a
difference. What a disappointment!
The daring nature and expense of this concert
should have marked it as one of the most
significant musical events of the Spring. Instead,
what I heard were a couple of weak new-agey
minimalistic pieces by young “prize-winners,”
a solid neo-romantic work, and two abstruse
works which could easily have put off any
listener not familiar with music in these idioms,
one on the basis of its text and the other
because it was so monotonous. I can only hope
that, even if others shared my reaction, the

League-I.S.C.M. is not deterred from attempting
further ventures like this. But I would hope that
it develops a selection process that results in
a more diverse and less strident repertoire. As
for the competition that selected these young
composers, I hope that they get a new group
of judges or different criteria. There is far more
sophisticated and diverse music being composed
all across America now than was represented
here. It pains me to think that this is what young
composers may imagine will gain them the
recognition and acceptance that they seek.
An entirely different experience was provided
in the same week by the New Paths Ensemble,
a chamber orchestra directed by David Alan
Miller including some of the same players as
the League-ISCM orchestra. The concert was
entitled “Festival of the New Republics,” and
it presented music by composers from five of
the former states of the Soviet Union: Ukraine,
Belarus, Estonia, Lithuania and Uzbekistan.
These are some of the poorest countries in
the world, and yet they maintain high artistic
standards in music and have surely produced a
crop of serious and engaging composers. These
countries are only beginning to move past the
socialist realism that was official policy during
the Soviet years. The music was generally tonal
and sometimes even folkloric, although two of
the pieces used more contemporary techniques.
All of the pieces were sincere and well done;
there was none of the pretentiousness that was
evident in the other program. By chance, I was
fortunate to have attended a symposium that
was held earlier in the week before the concert,
in which I had the opportunity to meet some of
the composers and learn about their concerns
first-hand. Another helpful feature of the
program was that before each work was played,
the conductor gave a brief description of each
of the pieces that amplified the details in the
program notes.
The concert opened with Ukranian Yuri
Ischenko’s It’s a Bright Sunny Day. Ischenko,
who was unable to attend the concert (four of
the six composers were present), is a prolific
composer of symphonies, string quartets,
sonatas and operas. He writes in a conservative,
neoclassical style, and it is very effective. The
composer describes the piece as “like taking a
bicycle ride along a forest road in summer – the
rider is energetic in the beginning, takes a
short rest in the forest, and returns home with
a feeling of weariness.” One could imagine
these images as the music was played, but
that description doesn’t really do justice to the
variety of melodies and rhythms that wend
through the piece.

Estonian Ulo Krigul’s The Passing was one
of the most intriguing pieces I have heard
recently. To begin with, he uses an ensemble
that includes just low instruments – bass flute,
bass clarinet, contra bassoon, trombone,
horn and percussion. The piece is somehow
intended to be an elaboration of sound of the
gong, and that idea leads him to create many
interesting and unusual sounds from the other
instruments. Also, the title is intended to convey
the impression that we are opening a window
to a passing event, which goes on endlessly.
Nevertheless, the piece has a clear beginning
and end. The piece used lots of percussion in
addition to the gong sound, which permeated

ineffective. The piece is a musical depiction of her
feelings after the death of her father. The different
sections depicted “departure”, “emptiness”,
“unending variations of longing (I)”, “unending
variations of longing (II)”, and “letting go”. One
could sense these feelings in the music, which was
also starkly beautiful at times.
The Uzbek composer Polina Medyulyanova’s
piece was called Kassacia, which means
“exercises for orchestra.” She has also studied
in the West and now lives in Germany. The
five short movements of the piece were
meant to describe different moods: “Wrath”,
“Constructive Spite”, “Reveries”, “Expectancies”

Americans appear to be
regressing into styles of simplicity
and populism.
the work. What was most fascinating were the
ways in which the other instruments, which
included lots of other percussion, elaborated the
gong tone. At the end, the wind players blew
into their instruments without mouthpieces and
rubbed bowls and a wine glass as counterpoint
to the fading gong sounds.
Sergey Beltiukov from Belarus adapted his
Concerto for Four Soloists (flute, violin, cello
and piano) from its original full orchestra
version to chamber orchestra for this concert.
(In the pre-concert seminar he said that he had
made other changes as well.) The piece had
been written for some outstanding students
from the conservatory, one of whom was his
daughter Dasha who played the piece on this
concert. The piece was challenging for all of the
soloists (and the ensemble as well), and each
instrument had prominent solo passages. One
of the ways that the composer had made it
difficult was simply to include a good amount
of rapid elaboration of fundamentally simple
melodies, but the commotion was effective.
The piece had several interesting passages of
different textures and a rousing ending.
The next two pieces both had unusual
movement or section titles. Lithuanian
Ziboukle Martinaityte’s Completely Embraced
by the Beauty of Emptiness was probably the
most traditional of the pieces played, even
though the composer has studied with several
progressive Western composers and now lives
in New York City. This did not make the piece

and “Joy”. Unlike Martinaityte, these moods
were more difficult to discern in the music, which
was often upbeat with lots of percussion.
Ukranian Alexander Shchetynsky’s Concerto for
Clarinet, written for soloist Alan Kay and the
New Paths Ensemble, was the most ambitious
and modernistic work on the program. The
piece featured lots of virtuosic playing by the
soloist, who seemed to delight in the challenges
he faced. Shchetynsky used modernistic
techniques such as multiphonics, but the
more obvious quality of the piece was that it
articulated a shifting and irregular harmonic
structure that was hard to follow, with lots of
melodic elaboration that traversed around the
edges. It was an original and creative effort. The
composer has been aptly described as “moving
towards a post-modern aesthetic that integrates
the stylistic elements of various epochs.” There
will probably be much more of this type of
composing in Ukraine’s future.
While these countries are moving in the direction
that allows a composer like Shchetynsky to
adopt a hypermodern personal style, Americans
appear to be regressing into styles of simplicity
and populism. Even though Elliott Carter’s piece
was a far cry from his more difficult works from
the 1960s and 1970s, he still seems to represent
a bygone era. I only hope that our culture will
encourage its composers to develop the more
individualistic but complicated direction of
someone like Shchetynsky. II
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IN C remixed

GVSU New Music Ensemble, In C Remixed,
innova 758 (2010) (2 CDs)
By Andrew Violette
The composer writes, “In C Remixed is the
result of a huge labor of love...the awesome
young musicians teamed up with some of
the most imaginative DJ’s, remixers and
composers to realize not only one of the best
In C performances ever but [one] that got me
smiling, beaming and sometimes amazed.”
Terry Riley’s In C is everywhere. First there’s
the classic, premiere recording on Columbia
Masterworks (1968) which followed up NYC’s
first performance at Weill (then Carnegie) Recital
Hall. It was a crossover sensation (classical
and hippie) which featured now legendary

A mostly vocal, haunting, decidedly different
version can be found on Ars Nova Copenhagen
and Percurama (Dacapo, 2006). Then there’s a
beautiful In C in just intonation, as part of the
American Festival of Microtonal Music, (Pitch
P-200209, 2006); a lively, energetic Piano Circus
version (Argo 430380, 1990); and a Repetition
Orchestra version with sleigh bells and Russian
women yodeling (Moscow, 2001).
It’s all over YouTube. One rendition for 124
musicians (2007) at the Walt Disney Concert
Hall is so Hollywood that, when the brass
section enters, it sounds like the last few
minutes of Wagner’s Das Rheingold. Darmstadt
at Galapagos (2008) sounds like a rock
mix. Minimal at Liminal (2003) gives a clear,
classic, no drone rendition. The Plastic Acid
Ensemble (2007) is somewhat cacophonous
but fun. ACME (2007) gives a nice chamber
music version. Jed Distler
directed a version at the
Cornelia Street Café (2007)
with a marvelous, though
unfocused, street sound.
There’s even a laptop
orchestra version with
percussion, SLC Electric
Ensemble (2010), which is
freely available through bit
torrent sites.
Now, innova issues In
C Remixed, featuring a
no-nonsense performance
by the Grand Valley State
University New Music
Ensemble, plus 18 remixes.

performers Stuart Dempster, Jon Hassel, David
Rosenboom, Katrina Krimsky, Jon Gibson, Phil
Winsor and Ramon Sender. Then there’s the
25th Anniversary Concert recording with its
percussion and upfront saxes (New Albion 71,
1995). There’s the slower, luxuriously colored
Bang on a Can (Cantaloupe 46243, 2000).
The Acid Mothers Temple version has a big
romantic sound with a pulsating drone fringed
with Eastern Temple Bells (Squealer 37, 2003).
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Bill Ryan, the group’s
director and executive
producer of the CD,
explains, “I had heard
(and loved) the first Reich
Remixed album in 1999.
Beyond that I was only distantly familiar with
the idea of remixing. Of any composition
out there, I thought that In C, with its open
instrumentation, interchangeable parts, and
overriding philosophy of freedom, would be
perfect source material…Also, no matter who
performs it, the personality of the ensemble
easily comes to the foreground, all tied
together with Terry’s motives.”

got me smiling, beaming
			and sometimes amazed
The ensemble started rehearsing in fall of
2008. By the end of the semester the 5
faculty and 12 students (“from accordion to
xylophone,” says Mr. Ryan) were ready to
record (River Studios in Grand Rapids, MI).
According to Mr. Ryan, “The raw material
shipped to each remixer was 3 DVDs of audio
– 17 individual instrumental tracks plus the
ensemble mix…Some used just our material,
others added electronic parts, others added
themselves performing.”
Sound sculptor Jack Dangers (In C-SemiDetached), whose hit single Prime Audio
Soup was featured on the sci-fi blockbuster
The Matrix, begins the set with an effective
Hollywood dance cover – a steady light ersatz
maraca beat over bright, electric patches and a
Donna Summer Love To Love You Baby ambient
bass. In C-Extension, which opens the second
CD, is less inspired, with its right-off-theassembly-line beat and 50s sci-fi sound.
Mason Bates (Terrycloth Troposphere Masonic),
who likes to mix acoustic and electric, creates
a dance-y techno beat replete with signature
electronic drum pad and synth in this trip-hop
rendition. Like his teacher, David Del Tredici, it’s
all color. I almost hear the faint white noise of
Bates’s Rusty Air in Carolina and the pure flute
stops of his Digital Loom.
Smooth by Wilco drummer Glenn Kotche,
with its sampled beats and experimental jazz
melismas, interests me less. The sustained
coda makes no structural sense to me.
Bass clarinetist Michael Lowenstein’s Bints
Mix is the 70s disco follow-up, with canned
rhythm track over a push-the-button drone of
ambient strings: too much Bay Ridge dance
floor, not enough Steve Reich and Musicians.
Zoe Keating shows what a cello and foot
controlled laptop can do. There are some
beautiful sounds here, a tribute to her Brian
Eno pedigree. She claims a “signature style”
but to me Zinc Zoe sounds right out of Bang
on a Can’s version of Steve Reich.
Jad Abumrad’s Counting in C is an almostmemorable scherzo. Its plastic-baby squeals,
sly Phillip Glass allusions (Park Slope kids and
moms intoning, “One, two, three…” and

“You remember how to count?”), creeky
doors, shuffling shoes and a nice, steady beat
make it just short of work.
Nico Muhly’s In C with Canons and Bass is
an almost pretty mix, though the exposed,
uninflected Reichian Cs suggests a surprising
musical laziness.
In Sea of C, by conceptual artist, writer
and musician Paul Miller (DJ Spooky), has
a nice back-beat. But, once again, the
unadventurous tonal palette merely gets the
job done.
Phil Kline’s In Cognito is more complex. I hear
hints of his Unsilent Night, a Christmas parade
with boombox carrying hoards traipsing
through city streets, with their jingling sleigh
bells and angel voices. All-over hallucinogenic,
like a big Jackson Pollack, he creates a drone as
subtle as any deep-listening Pauline Oliveros.
Sound designer/jazz drummer Dennis
DeSantis, of Miami Mix fame, creates a
skillfully funkadelic remix that’s pleasant and
eminently danceable.
Daniel Bernard Roumain, who recently
collaborated with Lady Gaga on American
Idol, creates Zachary’s Dream, with its greasy
electric-violin licks and programmed beat. It’s
workable club material – but I’ve heard the
sounds before (30 years ago they were cliché).
Xenoglossia, by Mikael Karisson and Rob
Stephenson, is a true sound-collage. The
processed acoustic sounds are old by musique
concrete standards and the form rambles but I
get a sense of trying.

R. Luke DuBois (Is In C In F?) creates some
fresh sounds and why not? He was the
director of the Princeton Laptop Orchestra
(2007) and co-author of Jitter, “a software
suite for the real-time manipulation of matrixdata” according to program notes.
Todd Reynolds, in his Todd Reynolds Remix,
has also created some complex, subtle
sounds. He works with Meredith Monk and
video artist Luke Dubois, with his laptop and
hybrid “digital fiddle.” There’s a virtuosic flute
lick toward the end and a kick-ass quasi bell/
gong/bass-drum coda.
Kleerup’s Swedish disco pop In C Remix is a
metal band version miles away from the angst
of With Every Heartbeat.
David Lang’s simple mix approaches California
drone music with his wildly processed, fat,
slow-changing complex soup of sound which
reminds me of the original piece’s modal
harmonic structure. Robert Carl calls this
remix “a ghost of a piece floating along.”
The originality of this remix highlights the
flexible and adaptable nature of the source
material. (In passing In C begins on a C Major
chord, with a strong emphasis on mediant E.
With the entrance of F there begins a slow
progression of other chords, the last pattern
perhaps being G Major. Mr. Lang skillfully and
musically mirrors these transformations.)
The last track is the Grand Valley State
University New Music Ensemble performance
of this minimalist manifesto. One of the
shortest performances of the piece, it’s
tight and well rehearsed – hearkening
back, perhaps, to the strict purity of early
minimalism. Engineer Silas Brown gives them
a nice wet sound. This is a must-have CD. II

In C
Bill Ryan, Director; Craig Avery, piano; Katie Baynes, percussion; Dan Bouley,
xylophone; Katherine Chapman, bassoon; Kurt Ellenberger, accordion; Nicole
Frazee, flute/bass flute; Meghan Hoop, percussion; Gary June, clarinet; Alexander
Kollias, bass clarinet; Pablo Mahave-Veglia, cello; Tiffany Myers, English horn;
Jonathan Nichol, soprano, tenor saxophones; Greg Secor, marimba; Nicholas Usadel,
vibraphone; Bill Willits, guitar; Alex Wilson, trumpet; MingHuan Xu, violin. Guest
performers: Zoe Keating, cello; Glenn Kotche, percussion; Paul D. Miller, bass; Daniel
Bernard Roumain, violin.]
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Valentin Silvestrov – Sacred Works
By Rick Hamlin

Beguiling Chant
I kept thinking as I was listening to this collection of Sacred Works by the Ukrainian composer
Valentin Silvestrov that this music must be fun to sing. Long sustained chords and rich harmonies
with solo voices rising and bouncing over the multi-layered fabric, the music is an a capella feast for
any choir. Even after one hearing I was emailing my choir director, “Have you ever heard of Valentin
Silvestrov? His stuff is really
beautiful.” That’s not to say
it’s not dark, demanding,
wistful, yearning, dissonant,
reflective, jarring, but it
appeals less to the brain
than to the soul in a mystical
trance. Think Messiaen on
the steppes, McMillan under
onion domes.
Born in Kiev in 1937,
Silestrov had modernist
beginnings – “the
experimental style of the
Western avant garde”
as the liner notes put
it – but somewhere in
the 1970s, he turned to
a more tonal vocabulary,
one that seems to have
been religiously inspired. I
was reminded of modern
icon painters working in an
age-old style; they might
use contemporary brushes and paints but their language is respectfully rooted in the past. Here
Silvestrov’s texts, like those icon scenes, are all-too-familiar spiritual ones: the creed, the Lord’s prayer,
the Gloria, Ave Maria, Alleluia, the beatitudes. But the music is out of this world, taking something
known and giving it the spin of the unknown.
The music was recorded by the Kiev Chamber Choir in the resonant acoustics of the Cathedral of the
Ascension in Kiev where the chords linger like waves in a pond, never muddy but clear and luminous.
There are the low basses that you expect in Slavic music but also lovely crystalline sopranos, plangent
tenors, soulful altos, all vivid and expressive. I must register some frustration that the liner notes did
not include the texts in any language and so I couldn’t be sure which beatitudes were being sung or

Sacred Works
Kiev Chamber Choir | Mykola Hobdych, conductor
ECM Records| (ECM New Series 2117 4763316)
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what part of the creed and what, I wondered,
were the texts for Christmas Song or Cherubic
Song or Dithyrambic Song for that matter.
From his plaintive setting of Psalm 37, “O
Lord, rebuke me not,” it’s clear that Silvestrov
is sensitive to language, but I would have liked
to have known exactly what words were being
sung when.
It’s Silvestrov’s sensitivity to the voice that makes
me want to sing these pieces. The lines are so
long and beguiling that I can imagine getting
that heady feeling – Palestrina does it to me,
so does Victoria – that I am part of a cathedral
sound (a buttress in “the wall of sound”), every
voice counting, all of us blending, some of us
breathless, the sum of the parts far greater than
the whole. The spiritual virtue that Silvestrov
best conveys is awe, and how rare that is to
hear in any art form. I felt humbled by this
music in the best way, glad at every hearing.
I hope the next time I hear it I’m holding a
score in my hands and singing along with my
colleagues. At least, with the help of some
translator, I’ll find out what words are carried
along the sinuous lines. II

IN BRIEF
In Brief

By Andrew Violette

Louis Karchin: Orpheus and other vocal
works. Albany Records. Troy 770. 62’19”
Are you nostalgic for the music once played by
The Group For Contemporary Music in the 70’s?
Look no further. Louis Karchin writes exquisitely
within the acceptable old avant-garde free atonal
idiom. It’s a CD of songs sensitively interpreted by
soprano Elizabeth Farnum and baritone Dominic
Inferrera. Stephen Gosling and Karchin, variously
on the piano, don’t get in the way. Orpheus, a
masque for Baritone, Chamber Ensemble and
Dancers, performed by the Washington Square
Contemporary Music Society Players, has a few
“modern” diatonic touches.
Maya Beiser: Provenance. innova 778. 54’46”
If the sound track to Last Temptation of Christ
strikes your fancy, you’ll love this CD. Maya
Beiser, cello, with Bassam Saba on oud, Shane
Shanahan and Jamey Haddad on percussion,
with Etty Ben-Zaken, vocalist, riff this neoLadino music to sandals-and-robe ecstasy.
Hollywood beckons!
Osias Wilenski: Tripych. Navona Records.
NV5824. 67’50”
Can’t get enough Ernest Bloch? Fear not!
Wilenski’s lyrical, atonal String Quartet #2
might be mistaken for a pale Alban Berg or
passages from Schelomo. Triptych (played by the
composer) for piano is sparse late Sessions, with
the piano too closely miked and contact sounds
that should have been edited out.
Alan Beeler: Quintessence. Ravello Records.
RR7802. 54’08”
Are you hungry for more Horatio Parker? Of
course you are. Kim Laskowski, bassoon, and
Jeff Lang, horn, with the New York Chamber
Orchestra, conducted by Gerard Schwarz, plays
the heck out of the strikingly conventional
yet skillfully orchestrated Bassoon and Horn
Concerto. The London Symphony Orchestra
dutifully plays the soporific Quintessence II.
Destinations, Orchestral Works from Latin
American Composers. Navona Records.
NV5820 55’
Do you have a hankering for another version of
El Salon Mexico? Si! Ricardo Lorenze, in En Tren
Va Chango (Destination Macondo), played by
the Moravian Philharmonic Orchestsra, gives a
revamping of the Copland classic with vintage
by-the-book orchestration. There’s a bongo

solo ever so Bernstein’s Dance from West Side
Story. Caramba! Astor Piazzolla’s Milonga en Re,
performed by the Slovak National Philharmonic
Orchestra, sounds like backup music to a
spaghetti western (except the piano part,
which is very retro 60s Butch Cassidy). Thrown
in the pot is a little Klezmer clarinet and an
awesome Dies Irae. Dios mio! Barber’s Adagio
for Strings, background music to numerous 80’s
war films, is revamped pro forma in Alfonso
Tenreiro’s Meditacion. It’s played by the Moravian
Philharmonic Orchestra, which also performs the
remaining tracks. Dark Sibelius woodwinds frame
Americana trombones. Ay! Sergio Cervetti’s
Chacona para el Martirio de Atahualpa features
fast staccato in the best Milhaud tradition while
Danzas Latinoamericanas by Jose Elizondo is
orchestrated Latin street music, a page out of
Andre Previn’s Streetcar Named Desire. Carlos
Vazquez’s Fiesta Rugeliano, another Milhaud
remake, rounds out this good party music CD.
Prism Quartet Pitch Black. Jacob TV. innova
693. 60’44”
Waiting on line for another post-minimal opera?
Step inside, it’s gonna rain! Jacob TV borrows
Reich’s verbal patching technique as a rhythm
track, which he accompanies with a dependable
Andriessen saxophone ostinato. There’s even
a quote (intentional?) from Show Boat on the
last track. Have you ever wondered why no
one imitates Philip Glass? The man has a legion
of lawyers ready to pounce on even a hint of
plagiarism. Steve and Louis must be thinking,
“If only...” Prism, that excellent sax quartet,
plays to perfection.
Matthew Pierce: Catch Me If You Can. Seed
Music. 69’58”
Oh no! Your Julia Wolfe, Michael Gordon and
David Lang files have vanished with your lost
iPod. Load up on Matthew Pierce’s secondgeneration post minimal violin. As he wends his
way through yet another ostinato punctuated by
yet another pop riff. I’m reminded I really must
go to a Bang on a Can concert.
Melanie Mitrano. Songs in Transit:
An American Expedition. Capstone.
CPS-8756. 55’28”

harmonies, tries to imitate here as well, but
with less success. But it’s David Del Tredici who
proves to be the most skillful writer of song, as
he weaves Auld Lang Syne into a surprisingly
contrapuntal piano part, worthy of the best
Henry Cowell-type accompaniment. Although
Barry Cohen, in the last issue of NMC, notes that
Ms. Mitrano is “a soprano with a near spinto-like
upper tessitura” that (alas!) is not evident on this
CD. Here Mitrano’s instrument is nasal and weak
in both the upper and lowermost tessitura (or is
it careless mixing and mastering?).
Leshnoff: Violin Concerto.
Naxos 8.559398. 56’34”
“There is something at once familiar and fresh
about both the harmonic and melodic language
(of Jonathan Leshnoff),” writes Tim Smith of
the Baltimore Sun. But, of course, Leshnoff
writes in the hugely popular conservative
post-modern neo-romantic tradition. If you
love John Corigliano, Richard Danielpour, David
Diamond, Ellen Taaffe Zwilich, John Harbison
and fill-in-the-blank you’ll love Mr. Leshnoff.
He claims influence by George Crumb in the
percussion and Prokofiev in certain riffs, but
I don’t hear it. Markand Thakar, conducting
the Baltimore Chamber Orchestra, lavishes the
same care on the score as would his teacher
Sergiu Celibidache. Charles Wetherbee plays the
virtuosic violin part with assurance. Also on the
disc is Leshnoff’s First String Quartet, performed
by the Carpe Diem String Quartet, which is a
page out of late Samuel Barber. Jennifer Higdon,
watch out!
Nathaniel Stookey: Junkestra.
innova 773. 15’33”
Nathaniel and Martha Stookey “from materials
scavenged at the San Francisco Dump”
(according to the CD notes) create all the
instruments. Percussionists from the San
Francisco Symphony Youth Orchestra perform
it. The rhythms are clear, not overly fussy. The
sound is Harry Partch un-tuned-metallic. There’s
a wonderful Adagio for saw (played by David
Weiss), a fun take on the William Tell Overture
called Where does the Lone Ranger take his
garbage? and a Junkestra Dance Mix. Benjamin
Schwartz conducts. DJs take note! II

Tom Cipullo’s songs in the American idiom are
clever and sharply crafted. Lee Hoiby’s songs
here are as good as any by Virgil Thompson.
Composer Beth Anderson, with her roving
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Olivier Messiaen’s Visions de l’Amen
By Andrew Violette

redistribute the large chords
between the hands, and
demonstrate her amazing
fleetness on the keyboard.
Unconventional solutions
were found to produce the
powerful fortissimos the
music demanded – thumbs,
even fists, could make the
black keys ring resonantly.
The physical and musical
were inseparably linked,
sound and gesture were
conceived at once.”

The New York Times has hailed Marilyn Nonken
as a “determined protector of important
music...a pianist from music’s leading edge.”
Her well-recorded Triadic Memories by Morton
Feldman [Mode 136 (Feldman Edition 8)] as well
as her influential Tristan Murail: Complete Piano
Music [Metier MSVCD9209] bear this out.
Sarah Rothenberg, noted for her “power and
introspection” (New York Times), has made
a clever pairing of composers with Shadows
and Fragments: Piano Music of Brahms and
Schoenberg as well as a virtuosic Das Jahr by
Fanny Mendelssohn [both on Arabesque: Z6666
and Z6761 respectively].
On this CD they’ve done their homework.
According to the program notes Sarah
Rothenberg studied Messiaen’s 20 Regards de
l’Enfant-Jesus with Mme. Loriod, the composer’s
wife. “With neatly sharpened pencils,”
according to Ms Rothenberg’s program notes,
“she would dot the score with fingerings,

The performers Nonken and
Rothenberg treat Visions
de l’Amen as if they’re
premiering a new piece by a
31-year old hotshot harmony
teacher/composer. Their
meticulously faithful interpretation comes close to the
original reading of the piece
[Olivier Messiaen and Yvonne
Loriod on Disques Vega C30A368 1962 on vinyl
but it can be heard on UTube]. For a similarly
authentic approach, the Labeque sisters come
to mind (Electra/Wea 1993): the Basque duo recorded the piece under the composer’s guidance.
He prompted them to record the work, and their
improvisatory approach gives their performance a
feeling similar to the Nonken/Rothenberg version
of hearing it for the first time.
On the “Ur-recording” Messiaen and Loriod
play a muscular line, crystal clear, with a firm
rhythm. You can hear the structure. Some
complain that Loriod’s tone here is harsh and
lacking in color but the composer liked the athletic
quality of her technique. Nonken and Rothenberg
achieve a similar architectonic feel with a similarly
neutral color.
For those who pine for a more flamboyant
performance, Peter Serkin and Yuji Takahushi
are your guys. The mostly moderate tempo

Visions De L’Amen
played by duo-pianists Marilyn Nonken and Sarah Rothenberg, Bridge
B003AND1DC. 48’53”
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was recorded in very long takes – hence the
drama [ARL1-0363 1973 vinyl and CD 1999 on
RCA Victor 09026-68907-2]. Then there’s the
even more richly colored, closely miked, heavily
pedaled interpretation of Martha Argerich and
Alexander Rabinovitch, with its impossibly fast
ending [EMI 2001 Classic Imports]. Speaking of
speedy, the Steven Osborne and Martin Roscoe
recording on Hyperion [CDA67366 2004] is
also color-drenched with big dynamics, as is the
slow, intense, ecstatic reading by Peter Hill and
Benjamin Frith on Regis.
Further acclaimed interpretations include
pioneering Messiaen interpreters John Ogdon
and Brenda Lucas, still one of the best
ensemble-wise if you don’t mind a bit of tape
hiss [Explore Records EXPO 013 on CD but first
released on Argon in 1971]. If you like violent
exuberance coupled with extreme accuracy
with real duo sounds the Andreas Grau/Gotz
Schumacher version is your CD [Col Legno
2002 WWE1CD20105]. There’s also the classic
Marten Bon and Reinbert de Leeuw version,
although the pianos are slightly out of tune in
places [Montaigne MO 782050 1994].
Rothenberg and Nonken have achieved
an interpretation of classic restraint and
scholarship. There are some sensitive end-ofphrase moments, particularly in the fourth
movement, “Amen du Desir”. The first
movement, “Amen de la Creation”, is lovingly
played with an intimate, polished expression.
And although I would have taken a more laidback approach in the last movement, “Amen de
la Consommation”, I understand what they’re
going for. Rothenberg and Nonken achieve the
climax of the triumphal finale by means of a
careful structural differentiation rather than big
splashes of pianistic pyrotechnics.
Vision de l’Amen remains visionary music,
solemn and masterful – sparkling with moments
of glorious expression and intense emotion.
Marilyn Nonken and Sarah Rothenberg: they
work well together. II
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Oxford University Press, 2010
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Terry Riley’s In C (1964) is widely regarded as the
seminal
work in the minimalist canon. Its score
U
is lean: one page of music and about a page
and a half of performance advice. The music
is a sequence of 53 modules: numbered linear
fragments ranging in scope from a single note to
an extended phrase (there’s exactly one of these,
Module 35); most are short, oscillating sixteenth
note patterns.

2

nquestionably the founding work of
minimalism in musical composition,
Terry Riley’s In C (1964) challenges the standards of imagination, intellect, and musical
ingenuity to which “classical” music is held.
Only one page of score in length, it contains
neither speciﬁed instrumentation nor parts.
Its ﬁfty-three motives are compact, presented
without any counterpoint or evident form. The
composer gave only spare instructions and no
tempo. And he assigned the work a title that is
laconic in the extreme. At the same moment of
its composition, Elliott Carter was working on
his Concerto for Piano, a work Stravinsky was
to hail as a masterpiece. Having almost completed Laborinthus II, Luciano Berio would
soon start the Sinfonia. Karlheinz Stockhausen
had just ﬁnished Momente. In context of these
other works, and of the myriad of compositional styles and trends that preceded them, In
C stands the whole idea of musical “progress”
on its head.
Forty years later, In C continues to receive
regular performances every year by professionals, students, and amateurs, and has had numerous recordings since its 1968 LP premiere.
Welcoming performers from a vast range of
practices and traditions, from classical to rock
to jazz to non-Western, these recordings range
from the Chinese Film Orchestra of Shanghai—on traditional Chinese instruments—
to the Hungarian “European Music Project”
group, joined by two electronica DJs manipulating The Pulse. In C rouses audiences, all the
while projecting an inner serenity that suggests
Cage’s deﬁnition of music’s purpose—“to sober
and quiet the mind, thus making it susceptible
to divine influence.”
Setting the stage for a most intriguing
journey into the world of minimalism, Robert
Carl’s Terry Riley’s In C argues that the work
holds its place in the canon because of the

In C is an ensemble piece for an unspecified
number of instruments of unspecified type.
The composer recommends a group of about
35 players, but smaller or larger groups are
acceptable. (The first performances, at the
San Francisco Tape Music Center in November,
1964, involved 13 players.) The tempo is also
unspecified, but the performers are directed to
Robert Carl
use the same one throughout. To keep everyone
together, an ensemble can use a piano or a
mallet percussion instrument as an eighth note
metronome on high C’s. There are few other constraints. Each ensemble member plays
through the entire sequence of modules in order, but may start the next module at any time
and repeat each module ad libitum, making an effort to interlock with modules played by
others while being careful not to get too far behind or ahead. Once everyone has reached
the final module, the ensemble crescendos and diminuendos a few times before members
drop out, one at a time.
There are no dynamic markings, articulations, or phrase marks. These are determined during
performance, through the interaction of the players. None of the modules demands any
virtuosity, but an effective performance requires the kind of musical sensitivity you’d expect
at a good jam session. Since In C envisions a limitless set of performances – indeed, it is
extremely unlikely any performance is repeatable, except with a recording – its performance
practice is as important as its score.
Although a rendition at a moderate tempo of all 53 modules played end to end without
repetitions lasts under 5 minutes, a typical In C performance lasts about 45 minutes to an
hour or more. Changes occur very slowly – almost imperceptibly – producing an effect
admirers find unpretentiously hypnotic and detractors find simplistically mind-numbing.
In C has become immensely popular all over the world and, as the herald of a new musical
genre, has had a profound influence on composers and music critics. But does it belong
in the same company with musical monuments like Beethoven’s Op. 109 Piano Sonata,
“Appassionata” Sonata, and Diabelli Variations? Or with Wagner’s Das Rheingold, Debussy’s
Ibéria, Mahler’s Fourth Symphony, and Strauss’s Elektra? Should it and Vaughn Williams’s
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Ninth Symphony together represent the
significant music from the second half of the
Twentieth Century? Malcom Gillies, editor of
The Oxford University Press series Studies in
Musical Genesis, Structure, and Interpretation,
believes so, with composer Robert Carl’s
ambitious, elegantly written book in the
series, Terry Riley’s In C, making the case.
Its blurred boundary between structure
and interpretation makes In C an intriguing
addition to such a series. Given the nature
of the music and the sparse public record of
its first realizations, any serious attempt to
fulfill the Oxford series mission would involve
extending the frontiers of conventional
scholarship and musical analysis. Blazing such
a trail requires courage, dedication, and no
small amount of work. For the most part, Carl
rises to the challenge. His treatise is a labor
of love: the result of prodigious effort and
wholehearted veneration.
To build a history of Terry Riley’s development
and process, and to reconstruct the
circumstances of In C’s public introduction,
Carl interviewed not only Riley, but also a
number of his friends and acquaintances,
including many of the participants in the
1964 premiere performances and in the first
recording, released on Columbia Records
in 1968. He studied and analyzed the
pieces Riley composed leading up to In C.
He analyzed by ear 15 recordings of In C,
including an in-depth analysis of the 1968
premiere recording.
There is a great deal to admire in the outcome.
The bulk of the book focuses on Riley’s
development as a composer and on In C itself,
and this is where the book is strongest.
The chapter on Terry Riley’s Life and Art
before In C succinctly explores Riley’s musical
biography, tracing the development of Riley’s
musical thinking and identifying influential
people and circumstances. The narrative is
illustrated frequently with reminiscences
by Riley and his friends. We get a picture
of Riley’s musical personality – a gifted

natural musician with ability on a number
of instruments and eagerness to learn from
and collaborate with teachers and colleagues
whom he respected, regardless of their point
of view. One of these was La Monte Young,
whom Riley met while pursuing a master’s
degree at UC Berkeley and whose influence
on Riley was pervasive: from exposing him
to modern jazz (particularly John Coltrane),
Asian music, and Young’s own musical
aesthetic to introducing him to marijuana
and peyote. Riley went to France in 1962,
earning his living playing ragtime and jazz
piano. Although he spent most of his time
in Paris – where he became absorbed in the
expatriate Beat culture – his gigs took him
all over Western Europe and northern Africa,
where he encountered music from nonWestern cultures.
Interspersed through the narrative are brief
analyses of Riley’s music from the late 1950’s
and early 1960’s that map his progress as a
composer and identify common elements
of his practice. There is a fascination with
pedal tones, a gradual reliance on diatonic
modes, and a refining of some “modernist”
practices. There are conventionally-notated
pieces, improvisatory pieces, and pieces using
magnetic tape technology: sound-on-sound
and loopback.
Thus Carl effectively sets the stage for the
In C world premiere, to which he devotes
a chapter. In a flash of inspiration almost
Mozartian in character, Riley composed In C
over a 24-hour period after returning to San
Francisco in early 1964 when his source of
income dried up in Europe. The premiere in
November was the second half of a program
devoted to Riley’s music. The group Riley
assembled to perform In C included close
friends and collaborators, many of whom
went on to significant careers as composers
and performers. Riley was also a pianist in
the ensemble, and although he supervised
the preparation and performance, there were
contributions from the other players. Perhaps
the greatest of these, attributed to composer
Steve Reich (coincidentally, Riley’s neighbor),
was the metronomic pulse – often cited as a

basic feature of minimalist music – which was
added during rehearsal as a practical means
of keeping everyone together. Carl relates a
number of colorful anecdotes surrounding the
rehearsals and the performances, and quotes
the entire glowing review from the San
Francisco Chronicle.

analytic criteria and creative yet (hopefully)
careful use of traditional concepts and
terminology. The purpose of any musical
analysis should be to provide a plausible, if
not convincing, accounting that encourages
paying closer attention. In this, Carl achieves
a qualified success.

The historical narrative is resumed in a later
chapter on the 1968 Columbia Records
recording, which brought In C to national
prominence. In the interim, Riley had moved
to New York City and had taken up the
saxophone. At the time, Columbia Records
was looking for new and unusual music for
its catalog, and, serendipitously, a young
composer on leave from his day job as a
producer for Columbia came across Riley and
his music and so made the match. Columbia
Records was major league: it provided
experienced, professional, sympathetic
musicians; almost six months’ rehearsal;
and state-of-the-art eight-track recording
technology, allowing Riley to overdub
recording sessions. Columbia also provided
eye-catching cover art and sophisticated
marketing. Riley supervised the recording and
played soprano saxophone in the ensemble.
The release was an instant success, remained
in print for the life span of LP records, and
remains in print after being reissued on CD.

The endogenous analysis introduces structural
elements of In C in a progression requiring
increased degrees of discrimination and
attention. Each of these elements is in a
layer that can be experienced independently,
but becomes more vivid if added with the
other layers in the order presented. “Pacing”
is explored in two layers – “harmonic
density” and “rhythmic materials” – each
depicted in a chart of the modules’ relative
information content with a description of
the musical shapes they illustrate. “Motivic
transformation” is a valuable discussion of
how the modules interrelate that overheats –
more to burnish In C than to illuminate it – by
asserting a profound connection to wellformed notions of motivic development in
Beethoven and Brahms (sort of like claiming
In C and Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony are alike
in their being “In C”). “The significance of
Module 35” draws special attention to by far
the longest and most melodic module – one
that emerges in performance, even in the
midst of competing modules, because of its
character and because it contains the highest
notes in the piece – as a way of recognizing
large-scale symmetries in In C’s structure.
“Harmonic analysis” primarily discusses the
succession of diatonic modes indicated by
the score and perceivable in performance,
even with module overlap. Except for its
single overreach, the endogenous analysis
is remarkably illuminating and generally
reasonable, even accommodating the kind of
variation that can occur in performance.

The real meat and potatoes of the book are
in the analyses of In C: the Analysis chapter,
which contains an abstract analysis, and
the Analysis section in the chapter on the
Columbia recording. Carl borrows terms from
microbiology in calling these “endogenous”
and “exogenous,” respectively; i.e., “from
within” and “from outside.” In Carl’s usage,
the endogenous analysis deals with the
structural elements contributed exclusively
by the composer, while exogenous analyses
incorporate interpretive and improvisational
choices by the performers. Ideally, we keep the
endogenous analysis in mind as we experience
a performance or recording – that is, as we
perform an exogenous analysis in real time.
It’s a brave dichotomy as applied to this kind
of music, calling for a mixture of innovative

The exogenous analysis in the chapter on the
premiere recording required a considerable
amount of effort – it charts the first entrance
and last exit of every module – but isn’t as
illuminating as the endogenous analysis. Its
important conclusions are that the performers
lingered over harmonic ambiguities at
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transition points and that Riley (who supervised the recording) “shows a taste
for gradual, carefully controlled pacing, which causes the work to morph almost
imperceptibly from one state to another (p. 93).” The balance of the chapter
consists of quotes from and comments on three reviews of the recording, including
one from Glamour – an indication of the success of Columbia’s marketing. An
analytical discography of 14 other recordings of In C is in the Appendix.
The final chapter discusses In C’s legacy, with remarks by the participants in the
premiere performances and recording, comments by composers and musicians
from the generation following Riley’s, and a summary of the performance/
recording practice following the premieres. It ends with a section of Carl’s
own musings on In C, a prerogative well-earned by the hefty work leading up
to it. However, he concludes with a bizarre speculation reminiscent of Walter
M. Miller, Jr.’s apocalyptic science fiction novel, A Canticle for Leibowitz. The
imagined situation is the aftermath of the collapse of civilization as we know it,
with humanity returning to a primitive state – but, strangely, retaining the ability
to read music. In Carl’s words (p.109):
But if the score to In C survived, … it is perhaps the one piece of “art
music” that any group could gather to play. Standard instruments are
not even necessary… In short it would be a seed from which a new
creative tradition could grow. It’s hard to think of any other work
that could serve this purpose so neatly, fully, inclusively.
It’s tempting to forgive this rhetorical excess, in view of the importance of the
book and the effort spent writing it. This is not, after all, the claim made by
some advocates that minimalism has revived musical culture from the apocalypse
of modernism. But it does place In C on a pedestal of such a height that it may
distort the view below.
This could explain problems in the first chapter, which purports to define In C’s
historical context. Carl posits four characteristics one or more of which “new
music” in the 1960’s “was assumed” to share: research, formalism, experiment,
and information density. Leaving aside that, in Carl’s estimation, George Crumb
and Milton Babbitt share the first characteristic – possibly the first and only time
these two composers have been considered in any way similar – and that it
misconstrues what both Crumb and Babbitt are about, none of these categories
sounds very appealing musically; we might well wonder why anyone aspired
to be a composer in those days. This view posits a group of “assumers” who
had the power to determine what music was properly “new,” a genteel version
of the wearisome revisionist trope, run out all too often by minimalist and
neoromantic partisans alike, that “modernism” exercised hegemony during this
period to their heroes’ detriment. Here, it comes off as a straw man set up to
enhance the revolutionary stature of In C.
The truth, however prosaic, is far more interesting and more revealing of In
C’s relation to the musical world of the time. The 1960’s were years of great
musical diversity (in the pre-politically correct sense). Witness the wide-ranging
catalog of nearly 150 pieces recorded in the decade before In C’s premiere by
the Louisville Symphony Orchestra, perhaps the greatest performance outlet ever
for American music: everything from Elliott Carter to Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco
to Carlos Chavez to Chou, Wen-chung to Aaron Copland to Henry Cowell to
Paul Creston – to name just the composers in the C’s. The avant-garde during
this period was particularly varied, with composers much closer to Riley than
modernists in approach and aesthetic, like Earle Brown and Morton Feldman. It
would be interesting to see an investigation of how In C compared to these, and
to, say, Conlon Nancarrow.
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This diversity was spurred by advances in
technology, as significant in their day as
the cell phone and Internet are today in
increasing the ability to capture and preserve
ephemera, enlarging the number of creators
and consumers of music, and expanding
access among consumers and creators. The
growing availability of reel-to-reel magnetic
tape equipment made it possible to share
recordings and provided a new means to
make music. Performances could now more
easily be preserved, pressed onto phonograph
records, and played over the radio. The
commercial introduction in 1948 of longplaying (LP) records, the improvements in
audio technology to meet the demand for
“high fidelity” in the 1950’s, the introduction
of commercial stereophonic recordings in
1957, and the development of inexpensive,
high-quality, portable audio equipment using
transistors starting in the late 1950’s resulted
in an explosion of, and hunger for, all kinds of
music – classical, jazz, folk, rock, and genres
never heard before and some never heard
since – from mainstream to exotic. Popular
interest was particularly directed to music
at the edges that blurred boundaries. The
Swingle Singers’ jazz-inspired Bach’s Greatest
Hits won a Grammy in 1963; Wendy Carlos’
Moog Synthesizer realization, Switched-On
Bach, released by Columbia Records in 1968,
was a huge hit.
All this had a profound effect on the
complexion of classical music and especially
on who became a classical composer. The
increased presence of popular music genres
and the expansion of college and university
music departments enabled and encouraged
a widening of what was studied as “music”
and attracted a more varied group of music
students. This led to crossover, as musicians
from jazz, rock, and world music joined the
ranks of concert music composers.
However revolutionary its content and
impact, In C was a product of its time,
squarely in the midst of the artistic, social,
and practical effects of the contemporary
advances in technology. University-trained,
jazz-performing Terry Riley was influenced by
exotic recorded music, and his experience with
magnetic tape directly informed his composition
of In C. Most important, though, was the
slipstream of LP production and marketing in
the late 1960’s that put In C on phonograph
turntables in living rooms, bedrooms, and dorm

rooms around the world. Perhaps In C would
have caught on without the 1968 Columbia
recording, but its good timing makes that
speculation unnecessary. As with so many
musical success stories, In C’s triumph took both
genius and luck.
The crossover effect worked in both directions.
Most of the early minimalists – Riley, Steve
Reich, and Philip Glass, in particular – played
their own work with ensembles of loyal
musicians well versed in the music. This bears a
closer resemblance to rock bands, who adopted
the singer/songwriter model from folk music,
than to classical music ensembles.
But all this may work better as topics for
other books, ones that would build upon the
ground-breaking foundation laid in Robert
Carl’s Terry Riley’s In C. We should hope for this
book’s success and for others like it to follow,
perhaps even as additions to the Oxford Studies
in Musical Genesis, Structure, and Interpretation
that fill some obvious voids in its catalog of
music from the past century. II

+

last issue’s puzzle:
Thanks to all of you who sent solutions to the limerick
contest. The winner is Daniel Guss, who earned a prize of
$100 cash for his winning entry:
There was a composer named Cage
Who was known as a musical sage.
With 4’33”
His motive, you see
Was the ultimate uncluttered page.
There was a composer named Ives
Who led two disparate lives.
He composed with endurance,
While selling insurance,
And dreaming of fours against fives.
A composer we call Takemitsu
Came from the land of jiu-jitsu.
His music is slow,
Rarely fortissimo,
Like the bark of a faraway Shih Tzu.

The influx of important news and commentary about the contemporary music scene did not allow
us to run a puzzle in this issue. We will resume our full Puzzle Page feature in the next issue.
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dotted notes
By Barry L. Cohen

They call themselves the International Street Cannibals (ISC), but on occasion they leave the concrete jungle
for a few hours and share some rare musical sustenance with a willing audience indoors. No one gets eaten
alive and, in fact, the program of last April 19th at the Players Theatre in Greenwich Village was rather
civilized. The program was entitled “Iambic Mishegas” (Metric Madness), which hints at the influences
Arabic poetry has had upon the sonnet and other Western forms. Further, Dan Barrett, ISC founder, tells
us that these influences have a global thrust, where, for example, Moorish influences can be seen in the
cantorial styles heard in synagogues, which, in turn, exist in klezmer music. Hence the “International” in ISC.
Especially interesting were the works of Arthur Kampala and ISC co-founder Gene Pritsker. The latter’s
selection was William James’ Varieties of Religious Experience, and if you are wondering how the text of
so intellectual a figure as James could possibly spark the musical interests of Mr. Pritsker, you are simply
not aware of this composer’s penchant for lofty literature to inspire his chamber operas. This is hardly
Pritsker’s first such work and surely will not be his last. His interesting but rather low-key score featured four
instrumentalists, a vocalist doubling as narrator plus another narrator, a dancer and a conductor. Both the
sung words and the narration were well selected and respectful of the author’s sobriety and scholarliness.
In complete contrast, Mr. Kampala’s Elevator Man was utterly outrageous – a short drama in which the
title character – an elevator operator – murders an abusive woman in the building in which he works. Mr.
Kampala was also the guitarist and vocalist (singing and acting out multiple roles in a variety of styles, not
merely narrating them). You can be assured Mr. Kampala’s music will never put you to sleep.

No one gets eaten alive and, in fact, the
program of last ... was rather civilized.
Local works were also offered by Joseph Pehrson and Dan Cooper. Pehrson’s Nature of the Universe, which
opened the concert, was based on “De Rerum Natura” by the ancient Roman poet Titus Lucrecius Carus
(unfortunately not mentioned in the printed program). The composer read from an English translation
himself while accompanied on the flute by Margaret Lancaster and a dance sequence by Linda Past. The
words were haunting and evocative while the music projected a good deal of breadth. Yet somehow I did
not feel any sense of eternity nor even spaciousness; it all seemed too contained, perhaps inevitably, as such
a small portion of the stage was used. Even Ms. Past’s rather static dance was mostly with the arms and
upper body and seemed to describe the music kinetically.
Mr. Cooper’s Three Recitations (words by Shakespeare spoken by Edward Simpson) was accompanied by
electronic music. Shakespeare was also set to aptly folkish sounding music in Sonnet 138. Edmund Spenser’s
Sonnet #1 from Amoretti was accompanied by J.S. Bach’s Bourrées 1 and 2 from Suite #3.
Two works with words by Thomas Wyatt and Shakespeare and music by the 15th century Flemish composer
Johannes Ockeghem were arranged for modern audiences (again no credit to the arranger.). There were
some rhythmic passages for percussionist Javier Diaz and belly dancer Amanda Mottur, an element that
connected well with ISC’s far-reaching theme of the night.
Along with Ms.Mottur, two other dancers, the aforementioned Ms. Past and Megan Sipe, the choreographic
participant in the Pritsker work, gave the event an additional dimension. It was interesting to note the
completely contrasting styles of the three dancers.

+

All of the other performers were just fine in their roles, including flutist/piccolist Margaret Lancaster, violinist
Lynn Bechtold, violist Stephanie Griffin, cellist Dan Barrett, bassists Larry Goldman and Jose Moura (electric),
trumpeter Franz Hackl and guitarists Greg Baker and Pritsker. Soprano Anya Migdol did not sing but read in
two selections along with Mr. Barrett, while Thomas Carlo Bo conducted the Pritsker work.
I say bring the Cannibals back for seconds. II
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